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Abstract. We provide a sequential denotational semantics for sequential programming languages,
based on a new notion of sequential algorithm on the Kahn-Plotkin concrete data structures.
Intuitively an algorithm may be seen either as a concrete object - a "program" in a simple
output-driven language - or as an abstract object - the pair of a sequential function and of a
computation strategy for it. The concrete and abstract presentations are equivalent, as shown
by a representation theorem. The algorithms form a cartesian closed category with straightforward
solutions to recursive domain equations. Hence they may replace functions in the denotational
semantics of any sequential language. An applicative programming language based on sequential
algorithms is presented in a companion paper.
1. Introduction
The term "sequential programming language" is often used when referring to
languages such as ALGOL, PASCAL, LISP etc... The quoted phenomenon is the
existence of a "natural" order in the evaluation of program pieces, which is usually
implicit in the definition of their operational behaviour (some attempts for a formal
definition are presented in [3, 12]). Our purpose is to present a "sequential"
denotational semantics for the sequential programming languages, with application
to completeness and optimality results, to data structure definition and to coroutine
systems. The present paper is devoted to a theoretical study of the basic objects
of our semantics: sequential algorithms between Kahn-Plotkin's concrete data
structures [14]. In another paper [7] we build a functional programming language
based on algorithms, which is a generalization of both Milner's applicative language
ML [11] and Kahn-MacQueen's coroutine system [13]. Many intuitions and
examples may be found in [7].
The classical denotational semantics of Scott-Strachey [29, 19] is usually presen-
ted in the category of complete partial orders and continuous functions, where no
reference is made to sequentiality. Plotkin [24] and Milner [21] have shown that
this leads to an intrinsic incompleteness of the semantics W.r. t. program equivalence:
two procedures which differ in the denotational semantics may very well be opera-
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tionally equal- i.e. interchangeable in any context. Moreover Milner [21] has shown
that this incompleteness arises in any model which contains non-sequentially
definable (finite) objects (a well-known example is the "parallel or" boolean function
which yields true as soon as one of its arguments is true, even if the other is
undefined). Hence an important problem is to construct a semantics from a suitable
notion of sequential function more restricted than the usual notion of continuous
function. What is really needed is a cartesian closed category of sequential functions
with solutions to recursive domain equations and fixpoints [8, 28, 25].
Until now all attempts failed. Vuillemin [32] and Milner [21] proposed two
different notions of sequential functions, which lead to some optimality results
[32,9]. However Vuillemin's or Milner's sequential functions do not lead to nice
categories, mainly because the definitions take care of the number of arguments
of a function but not of the internal structure of these arguments. They really make
sense only when the input domain is a finite product of flat domains and the output
domain is also flat. Sazonov [26] has characterized the sequentially definable
functions in Scott's DOC> model of the A-calculus [27] by introducing sequential
computation strategies, but his construction does not solve our problem: first the
characterization is again based on the number of arguments of a function and
makes sense only if the starting domain DO of the DOC> construction is a flat domain;
second the order-theoretic properties of the set of sequential functions seem to be
difficult to establish. Kahn and Plotkin present a more subtle definition in their
study of concrete domains [14]. It takes care of the internal structure of the
arguments, and sequential functions form a product-closed category. However we
shall show that this category is not cartesian closed (actually cartesian closure was
in no way a preoccupation in Kahn-Plotkin's work: the concrete data structures
where precisely introduced to model simple real-world data structures and to forbid
complex data structures such as functional spaces!). In conclusion all the definitions
we mentioned are interesting at first order but none of them goes through higher
orders.
In [4, 5] the first author introduced a notion of stable function which happens
to be an "approximation" of any good notion of sequential function, and which
does allow model constructions: the category of stable functions is cartesian closed
and allows to solve domain equations. However quite simple stable functions are
not sequentially definable, so that the initial problem remains unsolved. Neverthe-
less the study of stable functions has demonstrated an important phenomenon: the
pointwise ordering of functions is not the only interesting one. More precisely the
stable functions must be ordered by the stable ordering ",;. which compares not
only the values of the functions but also the way in which they compute these
values. Our solution here is to abandon functions and to construct a suitable category
from a new notion of sequential algorithm in which some "control" aspects are
incorporated.
We shall define and study the algorithms on the already mentioned Kahn-Plotkin
concrete data structures [14] (but they might probably be defined in a more general
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framework). We recall that a concrete data structure may be presented either
"concretely" as a set of cells receiving values according to accessibility rules or
"abstractly" as a cpo satisfying some lattice-theoretic axioms, the two aspects being
related by a representation theorem. Similarly we shall have two presentations of
sequential algorithms, linked by a representation theorem:
- In the concrete presentation an algorithm may be viewed as an output-driven
program written in a simple programming language, which manipulates the cells
and values of the concrete data structures. The concrete algorithms are naturally
ordered by the classical fl-match ordering. The concrete presentation is used for
actual programming in the language CDS described in [7].
- In the abstract presentation an algorithm is a pair of two objects: a sequential
function (in the sense of Kahn-Plotkin) and a computation strategy for it, which
basically resolves choices between possible ways of computing the function. The
ordering between abstract algorithms is the product of the stable ordering mentioned
above for the function part and of an obvious extensional ordering on strategies.
Algorithms are by no way functions, since their equality is not extensional: in
order to be equal two algorithms must not only define the same input-output
relation, they must also define the same computation strategy. We loose the
simplicity of functions on one hand (although algorithms relate nicely to functions),
but on the other hand we gain new insights into the behaviour of sequential
programs. Notice also that the denotational semantics techniques are in no way
bound to functions, as shown in [5, 6, 8, 30]. They really apply to all order-enriched
cartesian closed categories, such as the one we build here.
The composition of algorithms is easily defined using the abstract presentation,
and it generalizes the well-known notion of composition of coroutines in call-by-
need: while the coroutines of [13] exchange values only through streams, our
algorithms act as coroutines able to exchange pieces of information between
arbitrarily complex concrete data structures (including infinite and higher-order
ones). Algorithms form a category under composition, which is easily seen to be
closed by products. The set of algorithms between two concrete data structures is
itself a concrete data structure, and there exist suitable application and curryfication
operations, so that the category of algorithms is cartesian closed.
Concrete data structures allow to solve domain equations straightforwardly: the
right notion of approximation between concrete data structures is just set inclusion
on cells, values and accessibility rules. Then the data structures themselves form a
complete partial order, where the limit of an increasing chain is obtained from set
union. All interesting constructors preserve inclusion and limits, hence are nothing
but continuous functions on that partial order. The usual Knaster-Tarski
least fixpoint theorem is therefore sufficient to solve all domain equations, and
we do not need to use the more complex fixpoint theorems in categories
[30]. The parametrized domain equations (with constructor variables) become
just ordinary functional equations (recursive programs). See [7] for practical
applications.
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For defining the semantics of a sequential language we use the standard techniques
of denotational semantics [19]. Noticing that program texts also form a concrete
data structure, we are able to turn the interpretation function itself into an algorithm,
which acts as a true interpreter of the language (in some sense our denotational
semantics is also an operational one). Finally we show that the algorithm model
respects the syntactic sequentiality properties of the languages, which was not the
case with all previously known models (see [3]).
Our model does not solve the original completeness or "full abstraction" problem
raised by Plotkin [24] for the language PCF. Milner [21] has shown that there
exists a unique fully abstract model which is made of functions ordered pointwise.
We have neither functions nor pointwise ordering. We think that a solution might
be to "graft" the pointwise ordering into the algorithm model. Such an operation
was successfully done with stable functions by considering structures ordered by
two orderings simultaneously (the stable ordering and the pointwise ordering), see
[4, 5]. However we do have full abstraction for the language CDS of [7], where
we have the power of programming any (finite) object of any type (shown in a
forthcoming paper).
In Section 2 we recall the basic definition of concrete data structures and we
introduce an essential determinism condition. Then we study continuous, stable
and sequential functions in Section 3, showing that they do not form cartesian
closed categories. The algorithms are introduced in Section 4. We establish the
precise relation between algorithms and functions, and show the representation
theorem for algorithms (i.e. the equivalence of the concrete and abstract definitions).
We study the category of algorithms in Section 5, showing that it is cartesian closed.
The domain equations are treated in Section 6. The last section is devoted to the
use of algorithms in denotational semantics.
Most of the material here was originally presented in [10].
2. Concrete data structures and concrete domains
We recall the basic definitions of [14] and introduce the essential determinism
condition on concrete data structures.
2.1. Concrete data structures
2.1.1 Definition. A concrete data structure or cds M = (C, V, E, f--) is given by a
denumerable set C = {c, Cj, ... }of cells, a denumerable set V = {v, VI, ... } of values,
a set E = {e, ej, ... } of events with E c C x V and an enabling relation f-- between
finite subsets of E and C. Intuitively an event e = (c, v) occurs when the value v
is put into the cell c, and we shall assume that for any c there exists at least one
v such that (c, v) E E. An element of f-- is called a rule and is written ej, ez, ... , en f-- c.
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The set {el' ez, ... , e,,} is called an enabling of c, and by extension of any event e
such that e = (c, v) for some v. A cell c such that I-c is called an initial cell. We
shall always assume that I- is well-founded in the following sense: write c < Co if
there exists a rule eb ez, ... , e" I- Co with ej = (c, Vj) for some i. Then the relation
< must have no infinite decreasing chain. (The well-foundedness condition is not
essential but simplifies most constructions without loss of generality.) It will be
convenient to extend the relation < we just defined on cells to its transitive closure.
A state x of M is a set of events such that
(i) a cell holds at most one value in x, i.e. (c, VI) E x and (c, V2) E x imply VI = V2;
(ii) any event of x is enabled in x, i.e. for any e = (c, v) E x there exist
el, ez, ... , e" E x such that eb ez, ... , en I- c.
The set of states of M is written DM or simply D when no confusion is possible.
States are written x, Xl. y, Z, .... They are naturally ordered by set inclusion.
Notice that two states Xl. Xz have an upperbound in DM iff (c, VI) E Xl and
(c, vz) E X2 always imply VI = Vz. The lub of Xl and X2 is then their set union.
A cell c is filled in x if (c, v) E X for some v. A cell c is accessible from x if it is
not filled in X and if X contains an enabling of c. The sets F(x) and A(x) are
respectively the sets of cells filled in X and accessible from x.
2.1.2 Definition. A cds M is deterministic or is a dcds if for any state x and any
cell c enabled by x there is exactly one enabling of c in x.
The main property of dcds is the following one:
2.1.3 Lemma. Let M be a dcds, let X be an upperbounded set of states of M. Then
the set intersection nx is a state of M.
Proof. Let x = nx, let z be an upperbound of X. For any e = (c, v) E X one has
e E z. Hence z contains exactly one enabling {eb ez, ... , en} of e. By the determinism
condition any state in X must contain this enabling. Hence {eI, ez, ... , e,,}cx and
e is enabled by x. Now a cell holds at most one value in x since XC z, and the
result follows. 0
2.1.4 Notation. We write
MA(x, c) = n{y C x Ic is accessible from x},
MF(x, c) = n{y C x Ic is filled in y}
The M stands for "minimal", while the A and F stand for "accessible" and
"filled". Hence MA(x, c) is the least state included in x which makes c accessible
(or which enables c) while MF(x, c) is the least state included in x such that c is filled.
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2.1.5 Remarks. One could give other definitions of determinism which ensure
property 2.1.3. For example one could require any cell to have exactly one enabling
in 1-. Such a condition would be too strong for most practical purposes [7] and
would severely complicate our constructions.
Here are some examples of dcds. More may be found in [7].
2.1.6. Examples. The notation
cEGLEIJ
means that the cell c may hold the values Vb V2, ..• ,Vn • We often use obvious
pictural representations of the enabling relation.
The dcds with one initial cell generate the flat domains. Following dcds will be
of constant use:
N: c~ generates
I-C
lr: c~ generates
I-C
T
or simply I
It ii
\/
1
{(c, O)}{(c, I)} ... (c, n)} ...
~I~o
{(c,T)}
I
o 1
((c, It)} {(c, ii)} . I
'" / or SImp y
o
generates0: c [I]
I-c
or simply o 1 .. · n·· .
""'-\/o
- The dcds with only initial cells generate the products of flat domains. For example:
{(c"T ),(c2 , T)}
c, [l] C2 [I] generates {(c" T)} /" (- (C2> T)}---0----
drawn s;mply 0
c, @]ii I C 2 @JiZJ generates
(aerial view)
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(As a matter of fact, putting two dcds side by side always generates the cartesian
product of the generated domains).
- Here is an example of a more complex dcds (used in [7] and in Section 4).
10:
Co
t- Co
t- C,
(Co, O)(c" 0) t- C2
(co,I)t-c2
c,
((Co, 0), (c" 0), (c2 , O)} (c" 0), (co, I), (Cl> O)}
/ / ~
((co, 0), (c l , O)} ((c l , 0), (co, I)} ((co, I), (Cl> O)}
/~ / ~ /
(co,O)} (C"D)} (Co, 1)1
~!~
- The (partial) lambda-expressions are generated by the dcds
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where each cell may receive either Ax, or x, or an application symbol '. When a
cell is filled by a variable x no access is given to its sons in the tree. When it is
filled by Ax, access is given to its left son. When it is filled by " access is given to
the two sons. An empty accessible cell corresponds to an occurrence of fl in the
expression. For example:
represents the expression x(Ax.fl(Ay.y)). Notice that the cells are just the classical
occurrences, see [9,15, 16]. (The formal definition is left to the reader. It uses
classical notations for occurrences.)
- The Boehm trees in the A-calculus [1,2, 15,33] are generated by an infinitely
branched tree of cells (again the occurrences in [15, 16]). Each cell receives a pair
(AXIX2' .. xn.x, n), where n is the number of arguments of x, and this gives access
to the n first sons of the cell in the tree
represents x.x(ytfl(At.t)){l.
Similarly a free algebra on symbols of given arity is generated by the same cell
structure where each cell may receive a pair (f, n) for each symbol f with arity n.
This gives access to the first n sons.
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We assume that the reader knows the notion of w-algebraic complete partial order
or cpo and of monotonic and continuous functions [20,27,31]. We recall briefly
the properties of consistent completeness, coherence and distributivity. A cpo
(D, ~, ..1) is consistently complete if any upperbounded set XeD has a lub VX
or equivalently if any nonempty subset XeD has a glb AX. Let (D,~, .l) be a
poset. Then XeD is pairwise consistent if for any x, y E X there exists zED such
that x ~ Z and y ~ z, and D is coherent if any pairwise consistent XeD has a lub.
Then D is a consistently complete cpo (the converse property need not be true).
Finally let (D, ~, .l) be a consistently complete cpo. Write x t y if x and yare
compatible (have a lub). Then D is distributive if for any x, y, Z such that y t zone
has x II (y V z) = (x II y) V (x II z).
2.2.1 Definition. A poset (D, ~, .l) is a concrete domain if it is isomorphic to the
set of states of some cds M ordered by inclusion. For consistency we shall always
denote the state inclusion by ~ and the empty state by .l, so that (DM , ~, .l) is
itself a concrete domain. We call it the concrete domain generated by M.
The whole purpose of the Kahn-Plotkin representation theory [14] is to character-
ize the concrete domains by purely order-theoretic axioms. We shall not need this
theory here, but only some parts of it that we sketch now.
2.2.2 Proposition. Any concrete domain is an w-algebraic coherent cpo such that
any isolated element dominates finitely many elements.
Proof. See [14]. 0
2.2.3 Notation. Let (D,~, .l) be a poset, x, y ED. We say that x is covered by y
and write x -< y if x .,e. y and if x ~ Z ~ Y implies x = z or y = z.
In D M we write x <c Y(resp. x -<c y) if x < y (resp. x -< y) and if c EA(x) nF(y).
We write x ~."y if x ~ y and if c E A(x) nA(y).
Think of x, y as states: then x -< y means xu {e} = y for some event e. Hence
the covering relation allows to recover events in the representation theory. The
recovering of cells and enablings is more technical and involves manipulations of
intervals of the form [x, y] where x -< y. The order-theoretic equivalent of a cell
is called a direction and is defined as a suitable equivalence class of such intervals.
The representation theorem of [14] associates a cds with any concrete domain, the
cells of which are precisely the directions. The reader unfamiliar with [14] may
think adequately of directions as cells.
A given concrete domain D may be generated by several cds. There is a nice
natural correspondence between the cells of these cds (and hence between directions
in D and cells).
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2.2.4 Lemma. Let M, M' be two cds generating isomorphic concrete domains. Let
h :DM ~D M , be an isomorphism. Then with any x E DM one can associate a unique
bijection ix :A(x)~A(h(x)) in such a way that the following naturality condition is
satisfied: if y ~ x then for any c E A(x) n A(y) one has iAc) = iy(c).
Furthermore, for any x, y E DM , one has x <c Y iff h (x) <ix(C) h (y).
Proof. The bijection ix is defined as follows: given c E A(x) let Xl = X u He, VI)} for
some Vi, let x' = h(x), x~ = h(xI). Then there exists c' , v~ such that x~ =
x'u{(c', v~)}. Set iAc)=c'. We have first to show that iAc) does not depend on
the choice ofx l . Let Xz = xu {(c, vz)} and x; = h(xz) = x' u {(c;, v;)}. Assume c' ~ c~.
Then x~ and x; are joinable while Xl and Xz are not, which is impossible. Hence
c~ = c; and ix is well-defined. It satisfies obviously the naturality condition. We
leave to the reader to check that the naturality condition indeed completely
determines ix once h is chosen (consider states where only one cell is accessible).
The last property results of the definition of ix• 0
2.2.5 Example. Let M, M' be picturally defined as follows:
~C, {(cl,O), (C2,0») {(c" 1), (C2,O»)
I I
M ° 1 generates {(cl,O)} {(cl , 1»)
C1 ~ /"0
M '
{(C/, 0), (cf, 0») {(c/, 1), (c/, 0»)
I I
generates {(c/, 0») {(c/, I)}
~0/
with f-- c/, (c/, O)f.- C2', (c/, 1)f-- C3'
With the obvious h one has
The deterministic cds relate nicely to the distributive concrete domains (or dcd
for short):
2.2.6 Proposition. Let M be a dcds. Then <DM , ~, .1) is distributive.
Conversely any distributive concrete domain is generated by some dcds.
Proof. The distributivity of DM is immediate since the intersection of two compat-
ible states is a state. The converse property is shown in [14]. 0
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We study three important classes of functions: continuous, stable and sequential
functions. We show some useful lemmas about them, and see that they do not lead
to cartesian closed categories.
When working with functions, it seems more natural to consider concrete
domains, and we do it whenever possible. But when considering functions I: DM -+
DM' it is often useful to state properties in terms of the cds M and M' themselves.
Hence we shall write I: M -+ M' for a function from D M to D M ,. This will be fully
justified by the fact that taking domains or cds as objects will always lead to
equivalent categories.
The basic categorical definitions we use may be found in [17]. We just recall
that a cartesian closed category or ccc is a product closed category such that the
- xD functor has a right adjoint for any D. We shall use an equivalent definition
which is more adapted to our needs: a product-closed category is a ccc if for any
objects D, E there exists an object (D -+ E) called the exponentiation of D and E,
and an arrow app : (D -+ E) x D -+ E satisfying the following condition: for any arrow
I: F x D -+ E there exists a unique arrow curry(f) :F -+ (D -+ E) such that the
following diagram commutes:
curry (f) x 10
~
W-~xD FxD
~/
E
We denote the set of arrows from D to E in a category Cfl by Cfl[D,E].
3.1. A tool lor showing that categories are not ccc' s
All categories considered here belong to a restricted subclass:
3.1.1 Definition. A continuous lunctions categories or cl-category is a category Cfl
having the following properties:
(i) It is a subcategory of the category of cpo's and continuous functions. If D
is an object of 't6 and h :D -+ E is an isomorphism, then E is an object of 't6 and
h E 't6[D, E].
(ii) The category is closed by products, the finite products are the usual cartesian
products and the terminal object is {.l}.
(iii) For any object D and any xED, the constant function i :{.l} -+ D defined
by i (.1 ) = x is an arrow of Cfl.
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The next lemma is the key to show that cf-categories are not cartesian closed.
3.1.2 Lemma. Let ri be a cf-category, let D, E be objects of ri having an exponenti-
ation (D ~",E).
(1) The cpo (ri[D, E], ~% -1) is also an exponentiation ofD, E for some (unique)
ordering ~"'.
For any f E ri[D, E], XED one has app",(f, x) = f(x).
For any f: F x D ~ E, x E F, y ED, one has curry", (f)(x )(y) = f(x, y).
(2) Suppose further that another cf-category ri' is a subcategory of ri, that ri'
contains D and E and that an exponentiation (D ~"" E) exists in ri'. Then (with
the notation of (1» f ';;;"" g implies f ~'€ g for any f, g E ri'[D,E].
(3) Suppose further that C(j' contains the cpo 0 = {-1, T} and that for any f, g E
ri'[D,E] with f ~'" g the function h :0 x D ~ E defined for XED by h (-1, a) = f(a)
and h(T, a) = g(a) is an arrow of ri'. Then f ~"" g is equivalent to f ~'" g.
Proof. (1) Classical, see [17].
(2) The set ri'[D,E] is included in ri[D,E] and the inclusion injection is just
curry", (appd, which is a monotonic function from (ri'[D,E], ~"", -1) to
(ri[D,E], ';;;"" -1). The result follows.
(3) Let f, g, h be as stated. We have:
f(x)=h(-1,x)=app,€,(curry",,(h)(-1),x) for all XED. Hence f=curry,€,(h)(-1).
Similarly g = curry",,(h)(T). Therefore f ,;;;'€' g since curry",,(h) is monotonic. The
result follows by (2). 0
3.2. Continuous functions on concrete domains
It is well known that the category CPO-C of cpos and continuous functions is a
cartesian closed cf-category and that the exponentiation of (D, ,;;;, -1) and (E, ~, -1)
in CPO-C is ([D ~ E], ';;;e, -1) where ~e is the extensional ordering, see [20, 31].
Let CD-C (resp. DCD-C) be the category of concrete domains (resp. distributive
concrete domains) and continuous functions.
3.2.1 Proposition. The cf-categories GD-C and DCD-C are not cartesian closed.
Proof. By 3.1.2 (D ~ E) should be the set of continuous functions ordered by ~e'
However if we take D = N.l and E = 0, then it is clear that ([N.l~ 0], ~e, -1) is
not concrete since the constant function T is isolated and dominates infinitely many
elements. 0
By the representation theorem it is obvious that the category of cds (resp. dcds)
and continuous functions is equivalent to CD-C (resp. DCD-C), and is therefore
not cartesian closed either.
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3.3. Stable lunctions on concrete domains
The stable functions are extensively studied in [4,5]. We recall basic definitions
and results we shall use later.
3.3.1 Definition. Let D, E be cpos, let I: D ~ E continuous. Then I: D ~ E is
stable if it satisfies VXED, VYEE, y~/(x), 3M(f,x,y)ED such that Vz~x,
y ~/(z)¢:';M(f, x, y) ~ z. Hence M(f, x, y) is the least element z less than x such
that y ~ I(z). A typical example of a non-stable function is the "parallel or" defined
on booleans by por(x, y) = tt if x = tt or y = tt, por(x, y) =II if x = y = II, por(x, y) = 1-
otherwise. M(por, (tt, tt), tt) does not exist.
Good domains for stable functions are the dF-domains: they are w-algebraic
distributive cpos such that any isolated element dominates finitely many elements
(property F, formerly called I in [14]). Let us call dF-S the category of dF-domains
and stable functions. The exponentiation in dF-S will not be realized by the
extensional ordering ~e which does not make the application stable (and does not
preserve property F), but by the stable ordering ~s defined in the following way:
I ~s g if Vx I(x )~ g (x )
and Vx, Vy ~/(x), M(f, x, y) = M(g, x, y).
We denote by ([D ~s E], ~S> 1-) the set of stable functions from D to E ordered
by ~s.
Let us give another characterization of stable functions on dF-domains.
3.3.2 Proposition. Let D, E be dF-domains, let I: D ~ E be continuous. Then I is
stable iff it satisfies
Vx, y ED, x t y~1 (x 1\ y) = I(x) I\I(y).
Let I, g E [D .... s E]. Then
I {VX ED,f(x)~g(x)
~sg¢:'; Vx,YED,x i y~/(x)l\g(y)=/(Y)l\g(x)
{
VX ED,f(x)~g(x)
¢:'; Vx, y ED, x ~ y ~/(x) = I(y) 1\ g(x).
The basic result is the following one [4, 5]:
3.3.3 Proposition. The category dF-S is cartesian closed and the exponentiation 01
D and E is ([D ~s E], ~S> 1-).
We shall consider stable (and sequential) functions on distributive concrete
domains only. These domains are indeed dF-domains. The distributivity and
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determinism conditions are actually nothing but the "internal stability" of a domain
or cds, as suggested by 2.1.3. Many useful notions such as the ones defined below
in 3.3.5 make no sense for non deterministic or non distributive objects. More
arguments showing the necessity of distributivity are given in [5, 7].
3.3.4 Proposition. The category DCD-S of distributive concrete domains and stable
functions is not cartesian closed.
Proof. We use Lemma 3.1.2 to show that the only possible exponentiation ordering
in DCD-S is ::S:S' Of course I(]l is a concrete domain. Assume f, g E [D ~s E] satisfy
f::s:s g and define h : I(]l xD ~ E by h(.l, x) = f(x) and h(T, x) = g(x) for xED.
Then h is stable with M(h, (u, x), y) defined as follows for y::s: h(u, x):
M(h, (u, x), y) = (..l, M(f, x, y)) = (..l, M(g, x, y)) if y ::s:f(x),
M(h, (u, x), y) = (T, M(g, x, y)) if y'.tf(x).
The result follows from the fact that ([ T ~sO], ::s:., .l) is not concrete.
It is the following cpo, which fails Kahn-Plotkin axiom Q [14]:
b/'"aTe
"'-1/
.1
T(.l) = T
a(.O=1., a(tt)=T, a(ff)=1.
b(.l) =1., b(tt) =1., b(ff)=T
c(1.) = 1., c(tt) = T, c( ff) = T 0
(Again the same results holds for dcds and stable functions.)
To finish with stable functions, we give some notation and a convenient charac-
terization of the stable ordering ::s:s for stable functions between deterministic cds.
3.3.5 Notation. Let M, M' be two dcds. Let f E [M ~sM'], x E D M , c' filled in f(x).
We set:
MF(f, x, c') = !\{y ::s: x Ic' is filled in fey )},
MF(f, c') ={MF(f, x, c') Ix E D M , c' filled in f(x)}.
Similarly let c' accessible from f(x). We set:
MAC!, x, c') = /\{y ::s: x Ic' is accessible from fey n,
MA(f, c') ={MA(f, x, c')lx E D M , c' accessible fromf(x)}.
3.3.6 Lemma. (1) MF(f, x, c') is the least y ::s: x such that c' is filled in f(y). One
has MF(f, MF(f, x, c'), c') = MF(f, x, c') and MF(f, x, c') = M(f, x, MF(f(x), e')).
The set MF(f, c') contains no compatible distinct elements.
(2) The same properties hold for MA.
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Proof. Immediate. 0
(Both properties are false as soon as M ' is not deterministic).
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3.3.7 Proposition. Let M, M ' be two deds, let f, g E [M ~sM ']. Then f"':;5 g is
equivalent to f"':;e g and MF(f, e') c MF(g, e') for all e'.
Proof. Assume first f",:;s g. Then f"':;e g. Let x E MF(f, e'). Then e' E F(g(x». Let
y = MF(g, x, e'). Thenf(y) = f(x) II g(y) since y ",:; x. Hence e' E F(f(y », so that x = y.
Therefore MF(f, e')c MF(g, e').
Conversely, assume f"':;e g and MF(f, e') c MF(g, e'). Let x",:;y. We must show
f(x) =f(y) IIg(x). Obviously f(x)"':;f(Y)lIg(x). Let e'EF(f(Y)lIg(x». Let Yo=
MF(f, y, e') and Xo = MF(g, x, e'). Then Xo E MF(g, e'), Yo E MF(g, e') since
MF(f, e') c MF(g, e'). Hence Xo = Yo since distinct points of MF(g, e') are incompat-
ible. Finally e ' E F(f(x» since c' E F(f(yo» = F(f(xo», so that f(x) = f(y) II g(x). 0
3.4. Sequential functions
Kahn-Plotkin's definition of sequential functions is given directly on concrete
domains and involves only directions. In the sequel we shall also use a more
"concrete" definition which uses cells instead of directions and is equivalent.
3.4.1 Definition. Let M, M' be two dcds and let f: M ~M ' continuous. Then f is
sequential at x E D M w.r. t. e I E A (f(x» if either x is maximal (i.e. A (x) = 0) or
3c EA(x), Vy;:;x (f(x) <c' f(y)=;,x <c y).
We call c a sequentiality index of f at x w.r.t. C'. We say that c is a strict index if
there indeed exists y ;:; x such that f(x) <c: f(y). Of course if no such y exists then
any c E A (x) is an index. A composition of sequential functions is sequential.
The Kahn-Plotkin definition of a sequential function f: D ~ D ' between concrete
domains is the same where directions replace cells. The "equivalence" of the
definitions may be'stated as follows. Let D, D ' be concrete domains, let M, M ' be
arbitrary cds such that there exist isomorphisms h :DM~D and h' :DM,~D'.Then
a function f: D ~ D ' is sequential in Kahn-Plotkin's sense iff the corresponding
function fM,M' = h ,- 1 0 f 0 h :M~M ' is sequential in our sense. In other words the
categories of sequential functions on concrete domains and cds are equivalent. (The
proof is omitted. It uses the representation theorem and 2.2.4).)
We call the sets of sequential functions [D ~seqD '] and [M ~seqM '].
We state some basic facts about sequential functions between dcds.
3.4.2 Proposition. Let M, M ' be two dcds.
(1) A continuous function f: M ~M ' is sequential iff it is sequential at any finite
xEDM •
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(2) Every sequential function is stable, there are stable functions which are not
sequential.
Proof. (l) Left to the reader.
(2) Let x, y E D M be compatible. Then f(x /\ y) ~ f(x) /\f(y) holds by monotonic-
ity. Assume f(x/\y)<f(x)/\f(y). Then f(x/\Y)<c'f(x)/\f(y) for some C'E
A (f(x, y». Hence x /\ y <c x and x /\ y <c Y for some index c, which is impossible
when x, yare compatible. For an example of a stable function which is not
sequential, consider the extensionally least function f: lr 3 -+ (]I such that f(tt, ff, 1..) =
f(ff, 1.., tt) = f( 1.., tt, ff) = T (omitting cell names). There exist no index at (1.., 1.., 1..).
(See [4].) 0
Let us consider the extensional ordering on sequential functions.
3.4.3 Proposition. Let M, M' be dcds. Then ([M -+seq M'], ~e, 1..) is an w-algebraic
cpo, is consistently complete but not always coherent. Limits of directed sets and glb's
are determined pointwise, but lub's are not in general.
Proof. Omitted. Notice however the lack of coherence: let fJ, h, h: lr 3 -+ lr be the
least functions such that fl (tt, ff, 1..) = h(ff, 1.., tt) = ft, h(1.., tt, ff) = ff.
Then fl, 12, h are pairwise consistent but have no lub since their pointwise lub
is not sequential but is their only upper-bound. Similarly for a non-pointwise lub
consider the least h. h :0 2 -+ 0 such that fl (1.., T) =h(T, 1..) = T. 0
But we shall see that the only candidate for exponentiation is induced by the
stable ordering ~s' Let us first see the precise relation between ~s and the sequen-
tiality indexes.
3.4.4 Proposition. Let M, M' be dcds. Let f: M -+ M' be stable and g : M -+ M' be
sequential with f ~s g. Then f is also sequential. For any c' E A (f(x» n A(g(x) every
index of g at x W.r.t. c' is also an index off at x w.r.t. c'.
Proof. Let x ED, c' EA(f(x».
Case 1: c'i A(g(x». Then c' E F(g(x» and f(x) <c' f(y) for y;;;' x is impossible
since c' ~ F(f(x» = F(f(y) /\ g(x».
Case 2: c' E A(g(x». Let c be an index of g at x W.r.t. c', let y with x ~ y and
f(x) <c' fey). Then g(x) <c' g(y), so that x <c y. Hence c is an index of f at x W.r.t.
c'.
It follows from the cases above that f is sequential. 0
3.4.5 Proposition. Let M, M' be two dcds.
The structure ([M -+seq M'], ~s, 1..) is an w-algebraic consistently complete distribu-
tive cpo. It may lack coherence. All lub's are determined pointwise. The glb of an
upperbounded set is determined pointwise. General glb' s are not determined pointwise.
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Proof. Omitted. The counter-example of 3.4.3 also shows the lack of coherence.
o
3.4.6 Proposition. The category of dcds (or distributive concrete domains) and
sequential functions is not cartesian closed.
Proof. We use Lemma 3.1.2 with dF-S, working here with concrete domains for
simplicity. Assumef,g are sequential withf::;;:;.g, let h(.1,x)=f(x) and h(T,x)=
g(x). We have to show that h is sequential. We already showed in 3.3.4 that h is
stable. It is easy to check h ::;;:;. h' where h' is defined by h '(t, x) = g(x) for t = .1, T.
Clearly h' is sequential since g is, and h is sequential by 3.4.4. Therefore the only
possible exponentiation ordering is ::;;:; •. But ([D ~.eq E], ::;;:;., .1) is not concrete in
general since not coherent, see 3.4.5. 0
4. Sequential algorithms
4.1. From sequential functions to sequential algorithms
The main notion introduced in the definition of sequential functions is the notion
of sequentiality index. If c is a sequentiality index, then the value that c holds has
to be known in order to obtain the result. That sequentiality indexes always exist
precisely characterizes sequential languages. The notion was initially introduced
by Vuillemin [32] and also considered by Milner [21], but in such a way that it
made real sense only for flat domains (Le. cds having only one cell in our framework).
A major refinement in Kahn-Plotkin's definition is to make the index depend on
the output cell, the basic idea being that sequential functions between cds (or
concrete domains) should be output driven: an index is defined only W.r.t. a request
for the value of an output cell. In Section 3 we have seen that the sequential
functions still lack cartesian closure, and hence cannot go through functional type
structures.
To understand how we shall overcome the difficulty, think again of output-driven
sequential programming: if a function has several indexes at a given point w.r.t. a
given cell, a sequential program for computing it must choose one and exactly one
index at any computation step. Taking care of this fact leads naturally to sequential
algorithms, which are nothing but "programs" for sequential functions. To present
algorithms we use the syntax of [7].
An algorithm is composed of several "elementary programs", each of which is
in charge of answering a request for the value of a designated output cell. The
request is written "request c' do...end" and the elementary program which follows
it is written with three primitive instructions:
- The "input test" instruction which tests for the value of an input cell. One may
write it as follows:
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valof c is
VI: (instruction)
V2: (instruction)
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Vn : (instruction)
end
where Vb V2, ••• , Vn are all the possible values of c (for simplicity we consider only
finite dcds for the moment).
- The "output" instruction which has the form
output v'
where v'is a possible value of c'.
- The undefined instruction n, used for building partial programs. It does of course
nothing.
Let us give as first examples some elementary programs between two simple
data structures:
rn
c1
f-c1
c2
f- c2
c '
f- c '
PI: request c' do n end
P2 : request c' do
valof c 1 is
tt: n
II:n
end
end
P3 : request c' do
output 0'
end
P4 : request c ' do
valof c 1 is
tt: n
II: valof c2 is
0: output 0'
end
end
end
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P s: request c' do
valof c1 is
tt: valof c2 is
0: output 0'
end
ff: valof c2 is
0: output 0'
end
end
end
P6 : request c' do
valof c2 is
0: valof c1 is
tt: output 0'
ff: output 0'
end
end
end
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Here P l does absolutely nothing while P2 calls for the value of c1 and then does
nothing. Of course both P l and P2 compute the totally undefined function, but
their operational behaviour is quite different: in general some other algorithm will
be in charge of filling c1 as requested by P2 , and it may take a lot of time for that
(think of output-driven coroutine systems). Similarly the programs Ps and P6
compute the same function in different ways, since they do not call for the values
of c1 and c2 in the same order. Here c1 and c2 are both sequentiality indexes of
the computed function, and Ps and P6 define the two possible sequential strategies.
The programs are naturally ordered by the usual fl-match ordering so that one
has for example P2 < P4 < Ps but neither P2 < P6 nor Ps < P6 •
The concrete syntax we just introduced for algorithms is well suited for practical
programming and is actually used in [7]. However we shall prefer to use an
equivalent but more abstract syntax, which we now sketch. Define the "current
input state" or cis in the following way: it is initially empty and progresses during
the computation, each answer v to the input test "valof c is" adding the event
(c, v) to it. Then the elementary programs may be rewritten as sets of current input
state - elementary actions pairs, where an elementary action is either "valof c"
with c accessible from the cis or "output v'''. Here are the rewritings of some of
the programs above, where { } is the empty state, pairs being written with the
symbol ~:
P l : request c'
P 2 : request c'
{ }~valof c1
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P4 : request e'
{ }~valof el
{(el,ff)}~valofe2
{(el,ff), (e2, O)}~output0'
P6 : request e'
{ }~valof e2
{(e2, O)} ~ valof el
{(e2, 0), (el, tt)}~output0'
{(e2, 0), (el,ff)}~output 0'
1-- ~-1 I' , ..... -"1 1-- - -I,
1 -( I I T I
1
I 1 I I
" I
) ,
I - --, ...!- -- -'.1 ~- -
I-valof el I-output 0'
P, P2 P,
" -,
(el, ff), (e2, 0) I-output 0'
- - - -- I
, _~~ (el,ff))-valofe2
' .....y~~-
'..... I
, I
( ) :::'valof cl
(el, tt), (e2, 0) I-output 0' P. (cl, ff), (e2, 0)) -output 0'
I '- ..... , ~------ I
(cl, tt)) -valof e2 ' ..... , __ ~ -( (el, ff)) -valof e2
~':--~~
( ) -valof cl
(e2,0), (el, tt)) -output 0' P, (e2, 0), (el, ff)) -output 0
~~ ~j
, (e2, 0)) -valof el __ --
. I __ --
J-valof C2
P 6
Fig. 1.
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The reader should convince himself that the two presentations are indeed com-
pletely equivalent, provided that programs satisfy the two following conditions:
- an input cell may only be tested once;
- only cells which are accessible from the current input state may appear in "valof"
instructions.
In the new presentation the il-match ordering becomes simply the set inclusion.
The cis of a given elementary program form a tree in the input domain: they are
either comparable or incompatible w.r.t. inclusion. The formal definition will be
based on that fact. A representation of Pl-P6 as trees is shown in Fig. 1.
Until now we considered only examples with a single output cell. Let us turn to
the general case. There is no problem for the initial cells c': one just specifies an
elementary algorithm for each of them. For non initial cells we must respect the
accessibility conditions of the output cds. Let e~, e;, ... , e~ f- c' be a rule for c'
with e; = (c;, vD for all i. Assume that some elementary algorithm for c; has output
v; with cis Xi, and assume furthermore that all the Xi'S are compatible with lub x.
Then X may be used as the starting cis of an elementary algorithm for c'. Since c/
may become accessible at different input states, one may have several independent
algorithms for filling it. They are distinguished by a "from X" clause, as shown in
the next example (borrowed from [7]). The input cds has two independent cells b1
and b2 which may hold the values tt and ff, with f-b land f-b2. The output cds is
the cds Q of Section 2.
request cO do
valof bl is
tt: output 0
ff: valof b2 is
tt: il
ff: output 1
end
end
end
request c 1 do
valof b2 is
tt: output 0
ff: output 0
end
end
request c2
from (b l,ff), (b2,ff) do
output 0
end
from (bl, tt), (b2, tt) do
output 0
end
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from (b 1, tt), (b2, ff) do
n
end
The three input states appearing in the "from" parts make c2 accessible in the
output, and guard three independent algorithms for filling c2.
We turn now to the formal study of "concrete algorithms". We show that they
are generated by a concrete data structure. We relate them to sequential functions
and show that they may be characterized as sequential function - index choice
function pairs, or "abstract algorithms".
4.2. Concrete sequential algorithms
4.2.1 Definition. We call D~ the set of finite states of a cds M. Given two dcds
M, M' we shall always assume for simplicity C n V' = 0.
We consider elements of D~ x (C u V') written (x, u). We say that (x, u) is
maximal (minimal) in X c D~ x (C u V') if x is maximal (minimal) in the projection
of X into D~. We call covering chain from (x, u) to (y, w) a chain of the form
with Zo = x, Co = U
We call indexed forest on M, M ' a set F c D~ x (C u V') such that c E A (x) if
(x, c) E F and c E C, and such that the two following conditions are satisfied:
(IF1) If (x, u), (y, w) E F with x t y, then x ~ y or y ~x. If x = y, then u = w.
(IF2) If (x, u), (y, w) E F with x ~ y, then F contains a covering chain from (x, u)
to (y, w), (notice that U E C if x < y).
A minimal point of an indexed forest is also called a root, and a forest which is
empty or has only one root is called a tree.
Notice the following elementary facts in a forest F:
- the covering chain of (IF2) is unique because of (IF1);
- any two distinct roots are incompatible.
- if (x, u), (Yl, wd, (Yz, wz) satisfy x -< yl, X -< Yz, then we have U = C E C and
x -<c Yl, X -<c Yz;
- if (x, v') E F, then (x, v') is maximal in F; hence if (Xl, v;), (xz, v~) E F with Xl t Xz
thenxi=xz, v; =v~;
- the condition (IF2) can be replaced by the following equivalent condition (assum-
ing IF1 satisfied):
(IF2') If (x, u) E F is not minimal in F, then there exists (y, c) E F such that y -<c x.
This is enough for defining the concrete algorithms.
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4.2.2 Definition. Let M = (C, V, E, H, M' = (C', V', E', 1-') be two deterministic
cds. A concrete algorithma : M ~M' is a subset of D~ x C' x (C u V') satisfying
the following conditions (denoting elements of a by (xc', u)):
(CAl) For any c' E C' the set a/c' = {(x, u) I(xc', u) E a} is an indexed forest on
M,M'.
(CA2) If (x, u) IS a root of a/c', then there exist (XIC~, v~),
(xzc~,v~), ,(XnC~,v~)Ea, n~O, such that X=XIVXZV"'VXn and (c~,v~),
(c~, v~), , (c~, v~) 1-' c'.
In particular when c' is initial the forest a/c' must be a tree of root .1, since
.1 = v0.
We call (CA[M, M'], ~, .1) the set of concrete algorithms ordered by inclusion
(.1 = 0).
Coming back to our informal definition, (xc', c) E a means "with current input
state x and request c' the instruction is valof c", (xc', v') E a means "with current
input state x and request c' the instruction is output v'''. The undefined instruction
may not be represented since it just corresponds to an empty cell. The condition
(CAl) gives the abstract syntax of what we called the elementary programs, which
are just the trees of a/c'.
The condition (CA2) combines the elementary programs for different cells
according to the output enabling relation, and follows the intuition given above.
Next we define the cds which will generate the algorithms.
4.2.3 Definition. Let M, M' be deterministic cds. We define the cds [M ~saM'] =
(Co, Vo, Eo, 1-0 ) in the following way:
- Co = D~ x C'; cells are written xc', x E D~, c' E C';
- Vo=Cuv';
- Eo = {(xc', c)lc EA(x)}u{(xc',v')I(c',v')EE'};
- 1-0 is defined by two types of rules:
(R1): (xc', c) 1-0 yc' if x --<c y.
(R2): (XIC~, v~), (xzc~, v~), ... , (XnC~, v~) 1-0 xc' if x = Xl V Xz v· .. V Xn and
(c~, v~)(c~, v~), ... , (c~, v~) 1-' c'.
The well-foundedness of [M ~saM'] is easy: with the notation of 2.1.1, XIC~ <
xzc~ holds iff Xl < Xz and c~ = c~ or Xl ~ Xz and c~ < c~.
We shall reserve the letters 5,5', ... to states of [M ~saM'], and use the following
notations:
5/E' = {(c', v') E E'j3x E D~.(xc', v') E s},
5/D~ = {x ED~ 13c', u.(xc', u) E s},
5/c' = {(x, u) E D~ x (C u V') I(xc', u) E s'}.
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Notice that [M ~saM'] is not obviously deterministic since a cell has in general
several quite different enablings. We now show that [M ~saM'] generates
eed[M,M'].
4.2.4 Notation. Let M be dcds. For any cell c we define the proofsets of c in the
following way:
- the empty set is the only proofset of c if f-c;
- if (C1, VI), (C2, V2), ... , (C m Vn ) f- C is a rule and if Pi is a proofset of Ci for any i,
if Ui Pi is a state, then Ui Pi U {(Cj, Vj), 1,,;:: i,,;::n} is a proofset of c (it is then a state).
By construction, if C1 is filled in a proofset of c one has C1 < C. A proofset may
obviously be pictured as a tree, using the enabling relation to generate the son-father
tree relation. If c is filled in a state x, then x contains a proofset of c (using the
well-foundation of < on cells).
4.2.5 Lemma. Let s be a state of [M ~saM'], let xc' filled in s, let P be a proofset
of xc' in p. Then piD?vt is upperbounded by x. If c~ is filled in piE', then c~ ,,;:: c'.
Proof. Notice that if X1C~ is filled in p one must have X1C; <xc'. Then X1";::X and
c~ ,,;:: c' by 4.2.3, and 4.2.4. 0
4.2.6 Lemma. Let s be a state of [M ~saM'] such that slD?vt is upperbounded in
D M • Then
(1) If (xc', u), (yc', w) E s, then one of the following conditions holds:
(C1) x = y, u = w.
(C2) x < y, u = C E C, the set slc' contains a covering chain from (x, c) to (y, w).
(C3) y <x, w = C E C, the set sic' contains a covering chain from (y, c) to (x, u).
(2) The set slE' is a state of M'.
(3) Any cell xc' filled in s has exactly one enabling in s.
Proof. We may suppose s finite since it is easily seen that the properties hold for
an infinite s iff they hold for all finite substates of s. So we proceed by induction
on the size of s. The properties are trivial if s = 0. Assume s ~ 0. We first show (1)
and (3). Let (xc', u) and (yc', w) be events of s with enablings in s
Let Px and py be proofsets of xc' and yc' contained in s and containing respectively
qx and qy. Then Px U {(xc', u)} and py U {(yc', w)} have the following form, with x = x k
and y = ym:
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(xkc', u)
I
(xk-1c', ~-I)
I,,,
(xIC ', cl)
I
(~c', u~)
(ymc', w)
I
(ym-lc> cjr1-I)
,
,
(y1c', c})
I
(yOc', ~
Form ojp U {(xc', u)}
(s~)
{(yc', v)}Form ojq U
/ ,
/ ,
/ '
- - - - - .- - - -' - - - -
I '\. \
(YIC '}, ~,}). . (YnC '~, v'~"
\
\
\
\(s~)(sl)
I
I '
I ',--- -/---~---
t / (XIC'k, 'v'l)' .. (Xl~'b L"~)
,,,
One clearly has k = 0 (resp. m = 0) iff qx (resp. qy) is of type (R2). One also has
°- x =XIVX2V" 'VX,;
- (e:l , v:1 ), (e:2, v:2), ... , (e:', v:') 1-' e';
- s: is a proofset of (Xie:i, v:i) in s,
and similar properties W.r.t. y.
Let I be the state drawn on the picture. Then 1< s since (xc', u) E I follows from
the minimality of the s~, s~ and from e:i < e', C~i <e', see 4.2.5. Hence we can apply
the induction hypothesis to I. By (2), the set IID~1 is a state of M'. Since
( tl '1) ('I ,I) d (tl II) (,n In) bl' f" ID oc x , V x , ... , e to V x an e y , v y , ... , e y , v yare two ena Ings 0 e In t M
they are equal, so that we can assume 1= nand (c:, v:i ) = (e~f, v;!) = (e,i, V,i) for
1~ i ~ I up to some index permutation.
Now by (1) we have Xi = Yi for 1~ i ~ I. Hence XO = ViXi = ViYi = yO, and 1I~ = w~
follows since the cell xoc' can hold only one value in s. Let r = min(k,m). Let us
show Xi = / for 0 ~ i ~ r. This is already shown for i = 0, Assume Xi = yi for i < r.
Then c~ = e~ since the cell xic' holds only one value in s. Therefore X i + 1 = y i + 1
. i i+1 i i+1 d i+1 i+1 'bl (f IDo dSInce x --<c~ X ,y --<c~ Y an x , yare compatI e or s M was assume
upperbounded). We are left with three cases:
Case 1. k = m. Then x = x k = yin = y, and u = w since the cell xc' holds only one
value in s. This corresponds to (C1). Notice that we also have qx = qy, which shows
(3).
Case 2. k < m. Then x = x k = l < ym = y, U = e~ and slD~ contains a covering
chain from (x, u) = (yk, e~) to (y, w). This corresponds to (C2).
Case 3. m < k. Symmetrical to Case 2, corresponds to (C3).
Finally (1), (3) are proved. For (2) we already know that any event in slD~ has
an enabling in slD~, and we only need to show that each cell c' holds at most one
value in sID~. Assume (e', v~), (e', v~)ES/D~. Then (X1C', v~), (X2e', V;)ES for
some Xl, X2. By (1) we have Xl = X2, and v~ = v~. 0
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4.2.7 Theorem. Let M, M' be two dcds. Then the cds [M ~saM'] is deterministic
and its set of states is exactly ced[M,M'].
Proof. We first show that M o=[M ~saM'] is deterministic. Let s E D Mo , let
(xc', u) E s, assume that xc' has two enablings ql, q2 in s. Let PI, P2 be proofsets
of x in s containing respectively ql, q2. Let P = PI U P2. Then piD~ is upperbounded
by x by 4.2.5 and ql = q2 follows by 4.2.6, clause (3).
Now it is clear that any concrete algorithm is a state of [M ~saM']. Conversely
let s be a state and let C/EC'. We have to show that sic' is an indexed forest. If
(x, u), (y, w) E slc' with x t y, let P = Px u py U {(XCi, u), (ye', w)} where Px and Py are
proofsets of xc' and ye' in s. Since piD~ is upperbounded by x v y we can apply
4.2.6: hence; and yare comparable and piD~ c slD~ contains a covering chain
from (x, u) to (y, w) if x < y. Therefore sic' is an indexed forest. The condition
(CA2) of 4.2.2 follows from the fact that if (x, u) is a root of ale' the cell xc' has
necessarily an enabling of type (R2) in s. Finally s is a concrete sequential
algorithm. 0
4.2.8 Corollary. Let M, M' be deterministic cds, let A c 1id[M,M'] be an upper-
bounded set of algorithms. Then VA and /\A are the set union and set intersection
of the elements of A.
The determinism condition is essential: if M' is not deterministic, then 1id[M,M']
need not be a concrete domain. See [10] for a counter-example.
4.3. Concrete algorithms and sequential functions
Let us now see that any concrete algorithm defines a sequential function.
4.3.1 Lemma. Let a E 1id[M,M'], let x EDM • Then the set {(c', v')!3y ~x
(yc', v') E a} is a state of M'.
Proof. Let p be the given set. If (c',v~),(C',V;)Ep,then (YIC',V~), (Y2C',V;)Et
for some Yb Y2 ~ x and Yl =Y2, v~ = v; since a/c' is an indexed forest. Now it i:
clear from (CA2) that any (c', v') E p has an enabling in p. Therefore p is a state
ofM'. 0
But as we already said an algorithm does more than outputting values: it also
chooses sequentiality indexes. The definition of algorithms gives this choice explicitly
at what we called the "current input states". It will be convenient to extend the index
choice to arbitrary states by defining an index choice function ia• Think again of
algorithms as output-driven programs. Assume an algorithm a is given an actual input
state x, assume a is asked for the value of c'. Then there are four possibilities for the
computation:
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- it reaches an output instruction. Then c' is filled and no index choice is anymore
necessary. This case needs not appear in the definition of ia •
- It reaches a "valof c" statement where c is not filled in x. Then we set ia (x, c') = c.
If Xo is the current input state, then we have obviously ia (xo, c') = c. In the formal
definition we use the fact that the choice is explictly given by a for Xo since
(xoc', c) E a. See case (ICi) below.
- It reaches an "undefined instruction". Then the index choice is undefined (and
there is no more hope to fill c'). See cases (IC2), (IC3) below.
- It executes infinitely many successive "valof c" instructions with c filled in x.
Again there is no hope for filling c': there is just no time for it! The index choice
is also undefined. See (IC4) below.
4.3.2 Definition. Let a E red[M, M'J, let x E D M • We write a.x =
{(c', v')EE'13y~x.(yc', v')Ea} and call a the function from D M to D M , defined
by a(x) = a.x.
Let xEDM , let c'EA(a.x), let X={(y,u)Ea/c'ly~x}.Then X is a covering
chain. We define the projection p(x, a/c') E (D~ x C) U {w, oo} and the index choice
ia (x, c') E C U {w} in the following way, according to the relative positions of x and
X:
(ICi) X has a maximal element (y,c) and y ~£x. Then p(x,a/c')=(y,c) and
ia(x, c') = c.
(IC2) X has a maximal element (y,c) and y <ex. Then p(x,a/c')=(y,c) and
ia(x, c') = w.
(IC3) X is empty. Then p(x, a/c') = wand ia(x, c') = w.
(IC4) X is infinite. Then p(x, a/c') = 00 and ia(x, c') = w.
Notice the following facts:
- if ia (x, c') = c ¥= w, then c E A (x);
- if p(x, a/c') ¥= w, 00, then p(x, a/c')E a/c';
- for any (xc', c) E a one has p(x, a/c') = (x, c) and ia(x, c') = c.
4.3.3 Proposition. Let a E red[M, M']. Then the function a :M ~M' is sequential.
For x E D M and c' E A (a (x)), let u = ia(x, c'). Then one of the two following cases
holds:
(1) u = C E C; then c is an index of a at x w.r.t. c';
(2) u = w; then a(x) ~£' a(z) if x ~z.
One has MF(a, c') = {x 13v'.(xc', v') E a}. The roots of a/c' belong to MA(a, c').
If a ~ b then a ~s b.
Proof. The function a is obviously continuous since indexed forests only contain
isolated points. We show that it is sequential by showing that either Case 1 or Case
2 holds.
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(1) u=eEC. Let (y,e)=p(x,a/e'). Then (ye',e)Ea and e is not filled in x.
Assume a(x) <c,a(z) for some z~x. Then (zle',v~)Ea for some Zl"SZ and
v~ E V'. Since y t Zl one must have y <c Zl. Hence x <c Z for x < z, e is filled in
Z and not in x. Finally e is an index of a at x W.r.t. e'.
(2) u = w. We have three subcases corresponding to (IC2), (IC3), (IC4) of 4.3.2.
(IC2) Let (y, c) = p(x, a/e') with (ye', c) E a and y <c x. Assume that e' is filled
in a(z) for some z~x. Then (zle',v')Ea for some Zl"SZ. Since ytZl one has
y <cZl, and there exists t such that y -<ct"Sz\. Then (t, u)Ea/e' for some U by
(IF2). But we also have t "S x since t t x and y <c x. Since e' is not filled in x one
must have u E C, but this contradicts (y, c) = p(x, a/ e'). Therefore a (x) "S,,' a(Z) if
x "S z.
(IC3) Let (e~, vD, (e;, v;), ... , (e~, v~) be the enabling of e' in a(x). Then there
exist Xl, xz, ... , Xn "S x such that (x;e;, V;) E a for 1 "S i "S n. Assume a (x) <c' a (z)
for some Z~ x, let Zo be the root of a/e' below z. Then zoe' is filled in a and since
Z t Xi for 1 "S i "S n one must have Zo = V;Xi "S x. This is impossible since the set
X = {(y, u) Iy "S X and (ye', u) E a} is assumed empty. Hence a (x) "S,,' a (z).
(IC4) Let X as in 4.3.2 and assume X infinite. Then for Z ~x one also has
Xc y = {(y, u)! y "S Z and (ye', u) E a}. Since Y contains no maximal element it
contains no element of the form (y, v'), so that e' is not filled in a(z), and
a(x) "Sc' a(z).
That MF(a,e')={xI3v'.(xe',v')Ea} is immediate from the definitions of
MF(a,e') (3.3.5) and a. Let (xo,u) be a root of ale', let {(x;e:,v;)!l"Si"Sn} be
the enabling of (xoe', u) in a. Then Xi E MF(a, cD for all i and Xo E MA(a, e')
immediately follows. Assume a "S b. Then MF(a, e') c MF(b, e'), so that a "S i by
3.3.7. 0
Conversely let us see that any sequential function is indeed computed by some
algorithm, and relate the stable ordering of functions to the algorithm ordering.
4.3.4 Proposition. Let f: M -+ M' be sequential. Then there exists a E eed[M, M']
such that a = f.
Proof. Given e' E C' let Xc' c Dt be the set of finite states x such that e' E A (f(x))
and f has a strict index at x W.r.t. e'. We define sets X;, c Xc' and F;, c Xc' xC
in the following way:
- X~, is the set of minimal points of X, F~, is a set {(x, c) Ix E X~,} obtained by
choosing one strict index e for any x E X~, ;
_X;,+l ={x EXI3(y, c) EF;,.y -<ex}, F;,+l is again a set {(x, e)lx EX;,+l} obtained
by choosing a strict index e for any x EX;,+l.
Since f is stable all distinct points in X~, are incompatible, and the set Fe' = UF;,
is an indexed forest.
Define a by a/e'=Fc,u{(y,v')lyEMF(f,e'),(e', v') Ef(y)}. We first show that
a/ e' is a forest. We only have to show that for any y E MF(f, e') there exists (x, c) E Fe'
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such that x -<c y. Let Yo = MA(f, y, c'). Clearly Yo E X~" Then since y is finite there
exists a greatest x ",::: y such that (x, c) E Fe' for some c, and one has x < c Y since c
is a strict index. Let Xl be the unique point such that x -<c Xl ",::: y. Assume Xl oi' y,
Then I has a strict index at Xl w.r.t. c', so that (Xl. cd E Fe' for some Cl. contradicting
the maximality of x. Therefore Xl = Y and we are done. To prove (CA2) just notice
that X~, is included in MA(f, c'), That a= I is obvious, which ends the proof. 0
4.3.5 Proposition. Let I, g: D M .... D M , sequential with I",:::. g. For any bE
ced[M, M'] such that fj = g, there exists a E ced[M, M'] such that a= I and a ",::: b.
Proof. Let a be the subset of b such that (xc', c) E a iff c is a strict index of I at
x w.r.t. c' and (xc', v') E a iff x E MF(f, c') c MF(g, c') and (c', v') EI(x), see 3.3.7.
Assume (xc', u) E a, (yc', c) E b, y < x, Then c' E A(f(y)) since I(y) = I(x) /I g(y), and
(yc', c) E a follows from 3AA. Hence alc' is an indexed forest. Let (xc', u) be a
root of alc', Then it is also a root of blc'. Let p = {(XiC;, vD11",::: i ",::: n} be its enabling
in b. Then {(c;, v;)ll ",:::i",::: n} must be the enabling of c' inl(x). Hence c; EF(f(x;),
and Xi>MF(f, Xi, c;). But Xi =MF(g, Xi, cD and MF(f,c;)cMF(g,c;) imply Xi=
MF(f, Xi, cD E MF(f, cD, Therefore pea, a satisfies (CA2) and is a sequential
algorithm. That a= I and a ",::: b is immediate from the construction. 0
Notice that the proposition is not true in the reverse order: assume I",:::. g and
a= f. There may exist no b such that fj = g and a ",::: b. Typically let M = M' = 0,
let 1= 1- and g = T, let a = {( 1- c, cn. The point is that a chooses the index c at 1-
while this choice is not possible for g. Generally speaking I has more indexes
than g.
Finally we summarize the previous results and establish the precise link between
algorithms and sequential functions.
4.3.6 Notation. Let the extensional equivalence -e be defined on ced[M, M'] by
a -e b iff a= fj, Denote [a]e the class of a w,r.t. -e, let ced[M, M']e be the set of
extensional equivalence classes, and order ced[M, M']e by the ordering ",::: defined
as follows:
[a]e"'::: [b]e iff 3al -e a, b1 -e b such that al"'::: bl
(or iff Vb l -e b, 3al -e a such that al"'::: bl using 4.3.5).
4.3.7 Theorem. Let M, M' be deterministic cds, Then the structures
(ced[M, M']e, "':::, 1-) and ([DM .....eq D M ], "':::., 1-) are isomorphic.
Proof. By 4.3.3, 4.3A and 4.3.5, 0
4.4. Abstract sequential algorithms between deterministic cds
The next step is to see that an algorithm a is completely determined by the pair
(a, ia ) of 4.3.2. Algorithms presented as such pairs will be called abstract algorithms.
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4.4.1 Definition. Let M, M' be deterministic cds. An abstract sequential algorithm
a = (a, ia ) from M to M' is defined by a sequential function a: DM ~ D M , and a
partial index choice function ia : D M x C' ~ C such that:
(AA1) If ia(x, c'} = c E C, then c EA(x} and c' EA(a(x}).
(AA2) If ia (x, c') = e E C, then ia (xo, c') = c for some Xo E D~, Xo ~ x.
(AA3) If c' EA(a(x)), if there exists y ~x such that a(x) <c' a(y), then ia(x, e'}
is defined and is an index of a at x w.r.t. c'.
(AA4) If ia(x, c'} = c, then ia(y, c'} = c for any y such that x ~K y.
(AA5) If ia (x, c') = c and if y ~x is such that c' E A(a(y )}, then ia(y, c'} is defined.
The first condition is clear, the second expresses that ia is completely determined
by isolated points. The third condition expresses that a strict index must be chosen
whenever possible. The fourth condition says that once it is chosen a cell must
remain chosen until it is filled. The last condition forces choices to be made as soon
as possible. Notice that if a is only given as a continuous function, then (AA3)
implies that it is sequential.
Again, we write ia(x, e'} = w when c' E A(a(x)) and when ia(x, c'} is not defined.
We denote by (dd[M,M'],~, ..i) the set of abstract sequential algorithms ordered
as follows:
a ~ {3 if a ~s ri
and 'Vx E D M , 'Vc' E A(a(x)), ia (x, c') ;t! w::;>i13 (x, c'} = ia (x, e')
We set ..1 = (1., i.L) where 1. and i.L are the totally undefined functions.
Concrete algorithms determine abstract ones:
4.4.2 Proposition. If a E C€d[M, M'], then (a, ia) E dd[M,M']. If a, b E
C€d[M, M'] with a ~ b, then (a, ia)~ (6, ib ).
Proof. Let a E C€d[M, M'], consider (a, ia ). The conditions (AA1) and (AA2) are
trivially satisfied, and (AA3) follows from 4.3.3. The condition (AA4) is also
satisfied since p(x,a/c'}=(xo,c}, ia(x,c'}=c and x ~KY imply p(y,a/e'}=(xo,c}
and hence ia(y,c'}=c. We are left with (AA5). Assume ia(x,c'}=c, let Zo=
Atd(a, x, c').
Then there exist (ZIC;, vD, (zzc~, v~), ... ,(Znc~, v~) E a such that Zo = ZI V
Zz v· .. V Zn, and (c;, v;), (c~, v~), . .. , (c~, v~) f-' c'.
Let now y~x such that c'EA(a(y)). Since a(y}~a(x} and since a(x) contains
only one enabling of c', one has (c;, v;) E a(y) for 1 ~ i ~ n. This imposes Zi ~ Y for
1~ i ~ n, and hence Zo ~ y. Therefore p(y, a/ c') exists and ia (y, e');t! w follows by
easy case inspection.
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We show that a ~ b implies (a, ia ) ~ (b, ib ). By 4.3.3 we have already a ~s b. Let
c' EA(a(x)). Suppose ia(x, c') = c. We first show that c' is not filled in b(x). For
suppose c' E F(b(x)). Then (Yl, v') E blc' for some Y1 ~ x. Setting (Xl, c) = p(x, alc'),
we have Xl <c Y1. But (Xl, c) E blc' implies Xl <c Y1 ~ X, contradicting ia(x, c') = c.
Hence c'EA(b(x)). Assume now (Yl, u)Eblc', with Xl <Yl~X, Then Xl <cYl
contradicts again ia(x, c') = c. Therefore p(x, blc') = (x, c') and ib (x, c') = ia(x, c') = c,
which ends the proof. 0
In order to show the converse property we need some technical notations.
4.4.3 Notation. Let M, M' be deterministic cds, let a E dd[M, M'] and c' E C'.
We set
FUm c') ={x ED~13c.i",(x,c') = c and i",(y,c') ¥- c if Y<x},
RUm c') = {x ED~I i",(x,c') ¥- wand i",(y,c') = w if Y<x}.
Hence FUm c') is the set of minimal points such that i", (x, c') has a given value
and RUm c') is the set of minimal points such that i",(x,c') is defined.
Finally we define t/J(a) c D~ x C' x (C u V') by
t/J(a) = {(xc', v') Ix E MF(a, c') and (c', v') E a(x)}
u {(xc', c) Ix E F(imc') and i",(x,c') = c}
4.4.4 Proposition. If a E dd[M, M'], then t/J(a) E 't5'd[M, M'l If a ~ {3, then
t/J(a)~t/J({3).
Proof. Let a E dd[M, M '], let c' E C', let F c ' = {(x, u) I(xc', u) E t/J(a)}. We have to
show that F c ' is an indexed forest. Assume (Xl, ud, (Xl, Ul) E F c " Xl i Xl. We have
to show (IF1), i.e. Xl ~ Xl or Xl ~ Xl, and U1 = Ul if Xl = Xl.
Case 1. U1 = v; E V', Ul = v; E V'. Then Xl, Xl E MF(a, c'), and Xl = Xl, v~ = v;
are immediate.
Case 2. U1 = CE C, Ul = v' E C, or symmetric. Let x = X1/\ Xl. Since c' is filled in
a (Xl) and accessible from a (Xl) it is accessible from a (x). Therefore i",(x, c') ¥- w
by (AA5). Let Co = i,,(x, c'). Then x <co Xl by (AA3). But x <co Xl is impossible
since Xl i Xl, so that c = Co by (AA4). Finally X = Xl <c Xl since Xl E FUm c').
Case 3. U1 = C1 E C, Ul = Cl E C. Let X = Xl /\ Xl again. Since c' E A(a(x)), one has
i",(x,c') = Co E C by (AA5). Since Xl i Xl one has either X ~£'o Xl or X ~£'o Xl. Assume
X ~£'o Xl. Then Co = C1 by (AA4) and Xl = X~ Xl since Xl E FUm c'). Clearly C1 = Cl
if Xl = Xl.
Next we have to show (IF2). Let (Xl, U1), (Xl, Ul) E F c ' with Xl ~ Xl. We show the
existence of a covering chain from (Xl, ud to (Xl, Ul) by induction on the difference
of size between Xl and Xl. The result is obvious if Xl = Xl. Otherwise, we have
U1 = C E C by the first part. Let us show Xl <c Xl. This was done in Case 2 above
if Ul E V'. If Ul = Cl E C, then (AA4) shows that Xl <£' Xl is impossible, noticing that
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c =;f Cz since Xz E FUm c'). In all cases Xl <c Xz. Let now y be the only element of
D~ such that Xl -<c y < Xz. If y = xz, then the proof is finished. Otherwise i" (y, c') =;f w
follows from (AA3) if Uz E V' or from (AA5) if Uz E C. Let cy = i,,(y, c'). We show
(y, cy ) E Fe" Assume (z, cy ) E Fe' for some z < y. Then Xl and z are comparable by
the first part, and the only possibility is z,,;; Xl since Xl -< y. Since cyE A(z) and
Cy E A(y) one has cy E A(XI) and hence c = Cy by (AA4). This is impossible for
X -<c y. Hence y E FUm c') and (y, cy)E Fe" By induction Fe' contains a covering
chain from (y, cy ) to (xz, uz) and (IF2) follows since Xl -<c y and (Xl, c) E Fe"
Therefore each Fe' is an indexed forest. We then have to show (CA2). Let (x, u)
be a root of Fe" Then x E RUm c').
Let (c~, v~), (c;, v;), ... , (c~, v~) be the enabling of c' in a(x), let Xi =
MF(a, X, cD for 1,,;; i,,;; n.
Then (XiC;,v;)El{!(a) by definition for 1,,;;i,,;;n, and X=ViXi follows from
x E R (i", c') and (AA5). Finally l{!(a)E C6'd[M,M'l
Assume a";;(3. Then MF(a, x, c') = MFU3, x, c') follows from a ";;s (i, so that
(xc', v') E l{!(a) implies (xc', v') E l{!({3). Let (xc', c) E l{!(a). We have to show (xc', c) E
l{!({3). We have i(3(x,c')=i,,(x,c')=c.Let y<x such that c'EA«(i(y)). Then C'E
A(a(y)) since a(y) = a(x) 1\ (i(y), so that i,,(y, c') = CI =;f c by (AA5) and the
definition of l{!. Now i(3 (y, c') = CI =;f c and (xc', c) E l/J({3) by definition of l/J. Finally
l/J(a) "Sl/J({3). 0
Putting together 4.4.2 and 4.4.4 we obtain the representation theorem for
algorithms.
4.4.5 Theorem. Let M, M' be deterministic cds. Then the function
q; :(C6'd[M,M'],";;,1-)~(dd[M,M'],";;,1-) defined by q;(a)=(a, iaJ is an
isomorphismand has l/J as inverse.
This theorem allows to abandon the distinction between concrete and abstract
algorithms. We write therefore a = (a, ia ) and write d[M,M'] for the set of
algorithms from M to M'.
We shall need later the following characterization of lubs of abstract algorithms.
4.4.6 Proposition. LetX be an upperboundedset ofalgorithms.Then VX is defined
by VX = V{a Ia E X} and ivx(x,c') = c iffi,,(x, c') = c for some a EX.
Proof. Immediate from 5.3.5 and 5.2.2. 0
4.5. Sequentialalgorithmsbetween concretedomains
Our "abstract" definition of algorithms keeps indeed some "concrete" aspects
since it still refers to cells. One could give a really "abstract" definition of algorithms
between concrete domains by defining index choice functions using directions
instead of cells. One would then show that the set of algorithms between two
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distributive concrete domains is itself a concrete domain. This follows directly from
our results via the representation theorem. Actually, if distributive concrete domains
D, D' and deterministic cds M, M' are given, with D (resp. D') isomorphic to D M
(resp. D M,), one has: .s4.s4(D, D ') (the set of abstract sequential algorithms between
D, D ') is isomorphic to .s4(M, M '). This is a particular case of the following
proposition.
4.5.1 Proposition. Let MI, M 2 (resp. M~, M;) be deterministic cds S.t. DMp DM2
(DMi, DM,J are isomorphic. Then .s4(MI, M~) and .s4(M2 , M;) are isomorphic.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.4. 0
5. The categories of sequential algorithms
As suggested in the introduction, two algorithms a :M ~M ' and a I : M '~Mil
compose in call-by-need, as do usual output-driven coroutines. Thinking again of
algorithms as programs, as in Section 4.1 or [7], this means that the "control" goes
back and forth between a and a'. The composition a'Da goes from M to Mil, and
hence may receive a request to fill a cell e". The request is first given to ai, which
executes the adequate elementary algorithm for answering it. Any "output" instruc-
tion of a ' terminates the computation, while any il blocks it. The interesting case
appears whenever one encounters a "valof c'" instruction in a': then one suspends
the execution of a' and one passes c ' as a request to a. Hence one now runs the
adequate elementary algorithm of a for answering the request c' . One resumes the
execution of a' as soon as a delivers the actual value of c ' by an "output Vi"
instruction, maybe after it has itself executed several "valof" instructions on its
own input. (Of course any il in a also blocks the whole process.)
The coroutine composition mechanism is not hard to explain nor even to imple-
ment, by keeping track of all events occurring in M, M ' and Mil (in order to be
able to choose which elementary algorithm to execute, by comparing the current
input states of M and M ' to the input states appearing in the "from" parts of a
and a'). But we have actually much more to do: we must define aiDa as a true
algorithm from M to Mil. We could try to do it on concrete algorithms, and we
would then have to produce a "text" of a'Da where all references to objects of
M' have disappeared. The discussion above suggests that the text of every elemen-
tary algorithm in a'o a is a quite simple mixture of "output" instructions of ai,
"valof" instructions of a and il'S of both a' and a. But there remains a severe
difficulty in constructing the "from" parts of a I 0 a: their relation with the "from"
parts of a and a I is far from being obvious (in other words the roots of the forests
of a' 0 a are not easy to find). We shall not give more details, since we actually
have a much better solution, which is based on the results of the last section: the
composition is very simple to define on abstract algorithms.
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- The function computed by a' 0 a is obviously the composition of the functions
computed by a and a'.
- The index choice function of a' 0 a is the "backwards composition" of the index
choice functions of a and a': given a request e" one first applies ia , in order to
choose an index c' in M ', and one then applies ia to c' in order to determine the
final index c in M.
5.1. The composition of algorithms
5.1.1 Definition. Let a E d[M;M '], a 'E d[M', Mil]. The composition a 'oa: M ~
M" is defined by:
(1) a'o~=ii'oii,
(2) ia, 0 a(x, e") = ia(x, ia, (a . x, e")) (setting ia(x, w) = w).
The identity algorithm 1M is defined by i M = 1DM and i1M (x, c) = c iff c E A(x).
Clearly 1M may also be defined as a concrete algorithm:
1M = {(xc, c)lx EDM , c EA(x)}
U{(xc, v) I(c, v) E E, x a proofset of c}.
5.1.2 Proposition. The composition of two sequential algorithms is a sequential
algorithm. The composition operation is associative and such that a 0 1 = loa = a
for all a. It preserves all tubs in its first argument and all directed lubs in its second
argument. It is order continuous.
Proof Let b = a' 0 a. We already know that b is sequential, and we have to show
(AA1)-(AA5):
AA1. Obvious from (AA1) on a, a'.
AA2. Clear from the definition.
AA3. Assume b(x) <c" b(y) for some x, e" and y 3X. Then ii'(ii(x)) <c" ii'(ii(y)),
so that ia·(ii(x), c") = c' rf wand ii (x) <c' ii (y) by (AA3) on a'. Now ia(x, c' ) = c rf w
and x <c Yfollow by (AA3) on a, which is the required result.
AA4. Assume ib(x, e") = c and x ~"y. Let c' = ia,(a (x), e"). Then c = ia(x, c').
Hence ia(y, c') = c by (AA4) on a, ii(x) ~", ii(y) since c is an index of a at x W.r.t.
c', and c'=ia,(ii(y), e") by (AA4) on a'. Now ib(y, c")=ia(y, c')=c, which is the
required result.
AA5. Assume ib(x, c")=c rfw and C"EA(b(y)) for some y~x. We must show
h(y,c")rfw. Let c~ = ia,(ii(x), e"). We have ia,(ii(y),c")=c~ rfw by (AA5) on a'.
Case 1. ii(y) ~e~ ii(x). Then c~ = c~ by (AA4) on a', and ib(y, c") = ia(y, c~) rf w
by (AA5) on a.
Case 2. ii'(y) <c; ii'(x). Then h(y, e") = ia(y, c;) rf w by (AA3) on a.
For associativity of composition, let b = (a 0 a') 0 a", c = a 0 (a ' 0 a"). Then b = c
is obvious, and elementary calculation shows
ib(x, c"') = ic(x, c"') = ia(x, iAii(x), ia,,(ii'(ii'(x)), c'''))).
That a 0 1 = loa = a is obvious.
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The properties about lubs follow from 3.4.5, 4.4.6 and they imply the continuity
of the composition. 0
5.1.3 Definition. We call DCDS-SA the category of deterministic cds and sequenc
tial algorithms, using the abbreviation DCDS when no confusion is possible.
5.1.4 Remark. Coming back to algorithms on concrete domains, one may define
in the same way a category DCD-SA. The categories DCDS-SA and DCD-SA
are equivalent in the sense of [17]. More precisely one may define two functors
PJl :DCDS ~ DCD and [f :DCD ~ DCDS in the following way
- PJl(M) =DM , .o/t(a) is the abstract version of a where directions replace cells;
- [feD) is the dcds canocically associated with D by Kahn-Plotkin's construction
[14], [f(a) is just a since the cells of [feD) are just the directions of D.
Then .o/t[f = 1DcD and one may construct a natural isomorphism Tf : [f.o/t ~ 1DcDs .
Hence .o/t and [f are equivalences of categories. This statement should indeed be
called the representation theorem for DCDS and DCD.
Let us characterize the isomorphisms in DCDS.
5.1.5 Proposition. An algorithm a is an isomorphism in DCDS if and only if a is
an order-isomorphism. If a function f: D M ~ D M , is an order-isomorphism there exists
a unique isomorphism a in DCDS such that a = f.
Proof. If a is an isomorphism, then a 0 a-I = 1 and a-loa = 1, so that a is an
isomorphism with a-I = a -I. Conversely let a Ed[M;M'] be such that a is an
order-isomorphism. Assume c' EA(a(x ». Then there exists a unique c EA (x) such
that a(x) <c' a(y) and x,,; y imply x <c y. This imposes ia(x, c') = c by (AA3), and
therefore ta IS defined uniquely. The verification of (AA1)-(AA5) is straight-
forward. 0
5.2. The category of algorithms is cartesian closed
We first study the product in DCDS. The product of two dcds is obtained by
putting them "side by side", see [14]. The concrete domain D MxM , is the cartesian
product DM xDM , (according to Remark 5.1.4 the product in DCD is the usual
cartesian product). Denumerable products (w-products) also exist.
5.2.1 Definition. We give the definition of products for two cds, the generalization
to w-products being immediate.
Let n be an integer and C be a set of cells. Then we set (C, n) ={(c, n)lc EC}.
If e is an event we set (e. n) = ((c, n), v), and we extend in obvious ways
these notations to (E. n) and (f-. n) if E and f- are sets of events or rules.
Given two deterministic cds M I and M z, we set M I x Mz =
{(CJ,1)u(Cz,2), Vl uVz,(EI .1)u(Ez .2), (h.1)u(h.2)}. Intuitively we
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perform a disjoint union of M I and M 2 by marking their cells respectively by 1
and 2. A state of (MI x M 2) may'be written (XI. 1) U (X2. 2) or simply (xt. X2), where
Xl and X2 are states of M I and M 2. We define the projection algorithms 7TI: M ~M l
and 7T2:M~M2by
{
7Tl . (Xl. X2) = Xt,
iTr1 «xt. X2), CI) = (ct, 1) for Cl E A(xI);
{
7T2 . (xt. X2) = X2,
iTr2«xt. X2), C2) = (C2, 2) for C2 EA(X2)'
In order to simplify the notations we shall often consider products of disjoint cds
M, M' which are such that C r. C' = V r. V' = 0. Then we may forget about
marking, write (c, 1) = c, (c', 2) = c', (x. 1) = X, (x'. 2) = x' etc., and abbreviate (x, x')
into xx', Projections are denoted by 7T and 7T'.
5.2.2 Proposition. The category DCDS-SA is closed by w-products. For a 1 : M ~Mt.
a2: M ~M 2 the pair (al. az): M ~M l XM 2 is defined in the following way:
j
(al. a2). x = (al. x, a2. x),
~(al.a2)(X, (ct. 1»=~aJx, cd forcl E A(al . x),
l(a,.a2) (x, (C2, 2) - la2(X, C2) for C2 E A (a2 . x).
For al :Ml ~M~, a2:Mz~M~, the product al xa2:Ml XM2~M2XM~ is defined
in the following way:
j
(al x a2) . (x I, xz) = (al . Xl. az . X2),
~alxa2«Xt. XZ), (Cl, 1»~ (.ia1(Xt. Cl), 1) forci EA(al' xd,
la,xa2«XI, X2), (C2, 2» - (la2(X2' C2), 2) for C2 E A(a2 . X2).
Proof. Immediate. 0
The next step is to define an application algorithm app: [M ~saM'] x M ~M'
which applies an algorithm a to an input x. We use the abstract presentation since
the function app is obviously determined by app(a, x) =a(x). As for the composi-
tion, the definition of app as a concrete algorithm is not so easy, How is i app defined?
First if ia (x, c') = c one obviously takes iapp(a, x) = c: one does whatever a says
when it says something. If ia (x, c') = w, then the index should be chosen among the
cells accessible from a in [M ~saM'], since it is necessary to increase a in order
to increase a(x). The index has to be chosen according to the position of x W.r.t. a.
5.2.3 Definition. Let M, M'
app: [M ~saM']xM ~M' in the
[M ~saM'] and M are disjoint):
be deterministic cds. Then we define
following way (assuming for simplicity that
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- app. (a, x) = a . x for a Ed[M, M'] and x ED M ;
- iapp((a, x), c') is defined for c' EA(a. x) according to the four positions (IC1)-
(IC4) of x w.r.t. a/c', see 4.3.2.
(IA1) p(x, a/c ') = (y, c), ia(x, c') = c, y ~"x. Then we set iapp((a, x), c') = c.
(IA2) p(x, a/ c') = (y, c), ia(x, c') = w, y <c x. Let z be the only point such that
y -<c z ~x. Then we set iapp((a, x), c') = zc'.
(IA3) p(x, a/ c') = w, ia(x, c') = w. Let z = MA(a, x, c'). We set ia(x, c') = zc'.
(IA4) p(x, a/c') = 00, ia(x, a/c') = w. We set iapp((a, x), c') = w.
Notice that iapp((a, x), c') = CE C is equivalent to ia (x, c') = c, and that
iapp((x, c), c') = w holds only in case (IA4).
5.2.4 Lemma. app Ed[[M~ sa M '] X M, Mil
Proof. We first have to show that app is continuous. Let a, x, x' EDf],l' be such
, () Th' ° f ° ° DO L °that x ~ app. a, x = a . x. en x ~ a . x or some x ~ x, X E M. et a =
{(yc', u) E a Iy ~ x° and c' filled in x'}. Then a° is a finite algorithm and satisfies
aO~ a and x' ~ aO . XO = app. (ao, xO). Hence app is continuous.
Considering iapp the satisfaction of (AA1) is immediate from the definition. For
(AA2), let a, x, c ' with c ' EA(a . x) and iapp((a, x), c')~ w. We have two cases:
Case 1. iapp((a, x), c') = CE C. Then ia(x, c') = c, and ia(x 0, c') = c for some isolated
xo~x by (AA2) on a. Let X'ED~, be a proofset of c' in a.xo. Let aO=
{(yc~, u) E a Iy ~ x 0, ci = c' or c' filled in x'}. Then aO is a finite algorithm, satisfies
aO ~ a and iao(xo, c') = c. Hence iapp((ao, xO), c') = c and (AA2) is satisfied.
Case 2. iapp((a, x), c') = XOc'. Let aO as in Case 1. Then iapp((ao, xO), c') = XOc '
and (AA2) is satisfied.
For (AA3), assume (a, x) ~ (al, xd and a. x <c' al . Xl. We have to show that
iapp((a, x), c') is defined and is a strict index of app at (a, x) w.r.t. c'. We have three
cases since (IA4) is impossible:
Case (fA 1). p(x,a/c')=(y, c), y ~"x. Then iapp((a,x),c')=c. But ia,(x,c ')=
ia(x, c') = c, so that x <c Xl by (AA3) on al.
Case (fA2). p(x, a/c') = (y, c), y <c x. Then iapp((a, x), c') = zc' where y --<c z ~ x.
Since (yc ', C)Eal and since (X2C', V')Eal for some X2~Xl one has necessarily zc '
filled in al, so that a <zc' al.
Case (fA3). p(x,a/c')=w. Then iapp((a,x),c')=zc'. Then z=MA(a,x,c ')=
MA(al, x, c') and as in Case (IA2) it is easy to see that zc' is filled in al, so that
a <zc' al.
For (AA4), assume iapp((a, x), c') = u and (a, x) ~,,(b, y). If u = CE C, then we
are in case (IA1) with ia(x, c') = c and x ~"y, so that ia(y, c') = c by (AA4) on a
and ib(y,C')=c since a~b. Hence h(y, c')=iapp((b, y),c')=c. If u=zc', then
a ~zc' b clearly implies iapp((b, y), c') = zc' in each of the cases (IA2), (IA3) for a
and x, the cases being the same for band y. Eventually (AA4) is satisfied.
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For (AA5), let a, x, e' such that iapp«a, x), e'» -j:. w. Then p(x, ale') -j:. 00 and
therefore p(y, b/e') -j:. CX) and iapp«b, y), e') -j:. w if (b, y) ~ (a, x) and e ' E A(b . y). 0
The next step is to define the curryfication operation. This time it is much easier
to define curry as a concrete algorithm. However we shall also need to characterize
it as an abstract algorithm.
5.2.5 Definition. Let a E sd[M x M ', M"]. Remembering that cells and values of
[M' ~saM"] respectively belong to Dt, x G" and C' u V", we define curry(a) c
(Dt x (Dt, x C"» x (C u C' u V") by curry(a) = ((x(x'e"), u) I«xx')e", u) E a}.
5.2.6 Lemma. For a E sd[M x M', M"] one has curry(a) E sd[M, [M' ~saM"]], and
curry is an order-isomorphism.
Proof. The condition (CAl) is trivially satisfied. For (CA2), assume that (x, u) is
a root of curry(a)/x'e". We have two cases
(i) (xx',u) is a root of a/e". Then there exist (xix;ei,v7)Ea, l~i~n such
that x = V Xi, x' = V X'i, (e1, vn, (e~, v~), ... , (e~, v~) f-" e". Then (x~e1, v1),
(x;e~, v~), ... , (x ~e~, v~) f- x'e" is a rule in [M' ~sa M"] and (CA2) is satisfied.
(ii) There exist x~, e' such that «xxDe", e')E a and xi -<c' x'. Again
(x~e", e') f- x'e" is a rule in [M' ~saM"] and (CA2) is satisfied. That curry is an
order-isomorphism is trivial. 0
5.2.7 Proposition. Let a Esd[MxM',M"]. Then curry(a) is the only algorithm
bE sd[M, [M' ~saM"]] such that
(CUi) "Ix, x', (b. x) . x' = a. xx'.
(CU2) VX,x', e"EA(a.xx'), ib.x(x',e")=e'~ia(xx',c")=e'.
(CU3) "Ix, Vx'e" E A(b. x), hex, x'e") = e~ia(xx', e") = c.
Proof. Notice that there is at most one b satisfying (CUi), (CU2), (CU3). Indeed
(CUi) determines b:X and (CU2) determines ib.x for any x E D M • Hence (CUi)
and (CU2) determine E. Then (CU3) determines ib •
Let us now show that curry(a) satisfies (CUi), (CU2) and (CU3). Write b =
curry(a). Then, removing unnecessary parenthesis, we have:
b. x = {(x'e", u) Iu E C' U V" and 3y ~x. (yx'e", u) E a},
(b. x) . x' = {(e", v") 13y'~ x' 3y ~ x . (yy' e", v") E a} = a . XXi.
This shows (CUi).
Assume ib.x(x',e")=e' for some e"EA«b.x).x '), eIEA(x'). Then
p(x', (b. x)/e") = (y', e') with y' ~It' x'. Since (y'e", e')E b. x there exists y ~x such
that (yy'e", e') Ea. Assume (zz'e", u) E a for some zz' such that yy' < zz' ~xx'.Then
one should have y' <c' z' ~ x', which is impossible since e ' E A(x'). Hence (yy', e') =
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p(xx', a/e") and ia(xx', e") = e' since yy' ~it' xx', Assume conversely ia(xx ' , e") = e'
for some e" E e(a. xx') and e' EA(x'). Then p(xx', a/e") = (yy', e') with yy' ~it' xx'.
Hence (y'e", e')E b . x. Again (z' e", u) E b. x with y' < z' ~ x' is impossible because
it would imply y' <c' z' and e' filled in x', Hence (y', e') = p(x', (b. x)/e") and
ib.Ax', e") = e'. This shows (CD2).
Assume now x'e"EA(b.x). Then ib(x,x'e")=e is equivalent to p(x,b/x'e")=
(y, e) with y ~.e'x, hence to p(xx', a/e") = (yx 'e", e) with y ~.e' X fin?lly to ia(xx', e") =
e. This shows (CD3). 0
We need two more lemmas to show the main result.
5.2.8 Lemma. Let bE d[M, [M' ""'sa M"]]. Then x'e" E A (b. x) implies e" E
A((b. x) . x') = A(app . (b. x, x')) and iapp((b. x, x'), e") = x'e",
Proof. Assume x'e"EA(b.x). We have two cases according to the type of the
enabling of x'e" in b. x.
(Rl) There exists (y' e", e') E b. x with y' --<c' x'. Then e" E A((b . x) . x') since x'e"
is not filled in b. x and e"EA((b. x). y'). Moreover one hasp(x', (b. x)/e") = (y', e' )
and hence iapp((b. x, x'), e") = x'e" by (IA2).
(R2) There exist (x~e1, vD, ... , (x~e:, v~) E b . x such that x' = Vi X'i and
(e1, v1)' ... , (e:, v:) f-" e". Then e" E A((b . x) . x') since (eT, vT) E (b . x) . x' for 1~
i ~ n. Moreover one has p(x', (b , x)/e") = w and hence iapp((b. x, x'), e") = x'e" by
(IA3). 0
5.2.9 Lemma. Let a Ed[MxM',M"], assume ia(xx',e")=e and let (yy',e)=
p(xx', a/e"). Then y'e" EA(curry(a). x).
Proof. Let b = curry(a). First y'e" is not filled in b. x, otherwise there would exist
Xl ~ x such that (XlY' e", u) E a, with U E C ' U V". But U E C' is impossible since
Xly' <u yy' implies U E C. So we should have U E V", so that e" would be filled in
a. XXi. Let (zy'e", u) be the unique element of a satisfying z ~ y and having its
enabling (in a) not of the form (ty'e", e) f- zy'e". We have two cases according to
the type of the enabling of (zy'e", u) in a:
(Rl) There exists t' , e' such that (zt'e", e') E a with t' --<c' y', Then (t'e", e')E b. x
and therefore y'e" EA(b. x) by (Rl) on b. x.
(R2) There exist (ziy;eT, vT) E a, 1~ i ~ n, such that z = Vi Zi, y' = Vi y'i and
(e1, v1), ... , (e:, v:) f-" e". Then (y;eT, vT) E b . x for 1~ i ~ n, and therefore y'e" E
A(b.x)by(R2)onb.x. 0
5.2.10 Theorem. The eategory DCDS is eartesian closed. The exponentiation of M
and M' is ([M ""'sa M'], app).
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Proof. To keep our notation consistent with that used in the above discussion we
show that the exponentiation of M' and Mil is ([M' ~saMil], app). Let a E
d[MxM', Mil]. Then bE d[M, [M' ~saMil]] satisfies a = app 0 (b x 1M ,) iff it
satisfies:
(i) 'fIx,x',a.xx'=(b.x).x';
(ii) 'fix, x', e" E A(a . xx'), ia(xx', e") = ibx1M, (xx', iapp«b . x, x'), e")).
Using 5.2.2 and the fact that iapp«b. x, x'), e") = e' is equivalent to ib.x(x',e") = e',
we decompose (ii) into the conjunction of two simple conditions:
(iii) 'fix, x', e" E A(a. xx') . ia(xx', e") = e' ~ib.xCX',e") = e';
(iv) 'fix, x', e" E A(a . xx') . ia(xx', e") = e~ ibeX, iapp«b . x, x'), e")) = e.
Now (i) and (iii) are just (CUI) and (CU2) of 5.2.7, and (iv) is stronger than
(CU3) since x'e"EA(b. x) implies iapp«b. x, x'), e") = x'e"by 5.2.8. Hence curry(a)
is the only possible arrow b such that a = app 0 (b x 1M ,) by 5.2.7. Let b = curry(a).
To show that a = app 0 (b x ID) we just need to check (iv). Assume ia (xx', e") = e,
let (yy', e) = p(xx', a/e"). Then y'e"E A(b. x) by 5.2.9 and iapp«b . x, y'), e") = y'e"
by 5.2.8. Since (b. x, y') ~y'C" (b. x, x') one has also iapp«b. x, x'), e") = y'e" by
(AA4), and ibeX, y'e") = ia(xy', e") = ia(yy',e") = e by (CU3) and (AA4) on a. Assume
now ibeX, iapp«b . x, x'), e")) = e. Then one must have iapp«b. x, x'), e") = y'e" for
some y', and one has y' ~ x' by definition of app. Now ibeX, y'e")= e implies
ia(xy', e") = e by (CU3) and ia(xx', e") = e by (AA4) since xy' ~"xx'. This ends the
proof. 0
5.2.11 Remark. There may exist more than one algorithm b such that b. (a, x) =
a . x, for all a, x, but app is indeed the only one to allow curryfication, see [10].
For example, let M = N = O. The application" function app: [0 ~sa 0] X 0 ~ 0 has
two sequentiality indexes at (.1 e, e).l W.r.t. e, namely {(e, n}e and e. Each of them
leads to an algorithm with function app.
Since DCDS-SA is cartesian closed, the equivalent category DCD-SA has the
same property.
5.3. Basiefunetorson algorithms
We consider here the three main functors x, +, ~ used in semantics. The functor
x has already been defined, but we add a useful notation for injections from M 1
into M l xMz.
5.3.1 Definition. Let Mj, M z, be deterministic cds. We call inl :M l ~M l X M z the
algorithm defined by
t
inl . Xl = (Xl. 1),
~in!(xl,«el,l))_=el fOreIEA(Xl),
lin!(Xl, (cz, 2)) - w for ez E G z.
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Similar definition for inz :Mz-+ M I X M z.
We define a sum functor, which is however not a coproduct in DCDS.
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5.3.2 Definition. Let Mj, Mz be deterministic cds. With the notation of 5.2.1 we
define the sumM = M I +Mz by:
- C={s}u(Cj,l)u(Cz, 2);
- V={1,2}uVl uVz;
- E={(s, 1), (s, 2)}u(EI . l)u(Ez . 2);
- I- s;
- (s, 1), (e: . I), (ei .1), , (e~ .1) I- (Clo 1) iff e:' ei, , e~ h Cl;
- (s, 2), (e~ . 2), (e~ . 2), , (e~ . 2) I- (CZ, 2) iff e~, e~, , e~ I-z Cz.
The cell s is called the switchcell. When switched to l(resp. 2) it allows to access
MI(resp. M z).
Any nonempty state of M 1 +M z has the form (s, 1) u (x 1. 1) or (s, 2) u (xz. 2).
The following algorithms have straightforward definitions (left to the reader).
- Injection algorithms inl: M 1 -+ M I +M z and inz: M z-+ M 1 +M z with in!. Xl =
{(s, 1)}u(xl' 1) and inz. Xz = {(s, 2)}u(xz. 2);
- Extractionalgorithmsout l : M I +M z -+ M l and outz: M) +Mz -+ Mz with out l . X =
oif (s, 1).e x and out l . ({(s, l)}u (Xl. 1» = Xl;
- Test algorithms isj, isz :M l +M z -+ T with iSI . X = ft, isz . X = ff iff (s, 1) E X and
iS I . X = ff, isz . x = tt iff (s, 2) E x.
Clearly oUtl 0 inl = 1M " inl 0 out l ~ I M ,+M2 , iS I 0 inl is the constant tt etc.
Given al :M I -+ M' and az : Mz-+ M' we define a = [a 10 az]: M I +Mz -+ M' by
- a . .1 = .1 and ia (.1, c') = s for c' initial in M';
- a. X = al . Xl and ia(x, c') = UaJXI' c'), 1) if x = {(s, I)} U (Xl. 1);
- a. x = az. Xz and ia(x, c') = (ia2(XZ, c'), 2) if X = {(s, 2)}u (xz. 2).
Clearly al = [aJ, az] 0 inl and az = [aI, az] 0 inz. However raj, az] is in general not
the only algorithm satisfying these equations.
Given al :M I -+ M; and az: M z -+M~ we define al + az: M I +M z -+ M; +M~ by
al + az = [al 0 outj, az ooutz]'
Clearly (al+aZ) . .1=.1, al+az.({(s,l)}u(xl.l»={(s,I)}u((aj,xl).I)and
similarly for az. This turns + into a doubly covariant functor.
In concrete domains the analogous functor is obviously the separatedsum functor,
with D I +D z = {.1} U {(Xl, 1) IXl E D I } u {(xz, 2) IXz E D z}.
The exponentiation functor is defined in a standard categorical way.
5.3.3 Definition. Let al:M; -+ M lo az: Mz -+ M~. We define (al --+ az):
[MI -+sa Mz] -+ [M; --+sa M;] by (al -+ az) = curry(az 0 app 0 (I[M,_..M,] x ad) (similar
definition for concrete domains).
This turns -+ into a functor which is contravariant in its first argument and
covariant in the second one, i.e. such that
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The reader may check that one has (al ~ a2) 0 a = a2 0 a 0 at for any a E
[M1 ~saM2] (using 5.2.7)
All three functors behave well W.r.t. the algorithm ordering:
5.3.4 Proposition. Let F be one of the three functors x, +, ~. Then F is order-
continuous, i.e. such that F(VA1, VA2) = V{F(a1, a2) Iat E ..11, a2 E A2} for any
directed ..11 and ..12.
Proof. Immediate. 0
6. Solving recursive domain equations
6.1. Inclusions and domain equations
Recursive domain equations are usually considered as fixpoint equations to be
solved in categories instead of cpo's [18, 30, 34]. Categories are needed for two
reasons. The first and minor one is that the domains themselves do not form a set.
The second and most important one is that domains may usually "approximate"
each other in several distinct ways (the appropriate notion of approximation being
classically that of embedding, see [27, 30, 31]). The least fixpoint theorem used in
categories is basically a version of the usual Knaster-Tarski theorem which takes
care of these two facts. The basic ideas are the same as in cpo's, but the formalism
is of course slightly heavier.
With concrete data structures we can get rid of both difficulties and forget
completely about categories, using just the usual Knaster-Tarski theorem. We get
rid easily of the first difficulty by requiring the cell and value names to belong to
a fixed denumerable set. But this could be done with cpo's too, at least with
w-algebraic ones. The real trick concerns the second difficulty: we give a very simple
notion of approximation between cds, namely set inclusion of cells, values, events
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and rules. Then a cds may approximate another cds in at most one way, limits are
just set unions and the cds themselves form a cpo. Constructors such as product,
sum, exponentiation are nothing but continuous functions, domain equations are
just ordinary fixpoint equations, and parametrized domain equations become also
ordinary functional equations. Notice that the solutions to domain equations are
therefore always true equalities and not just isomorphisms. The point is that Me M'
says much more than D(M) c D(M'). Notice that two dcds which differ only by
the names of their components are considered to be totally distinct W.r.t. inclusion.
This corresponds to standard practice in programming languages (equality of types
by names: in order to be equal two record types must have not only the same
component types but the same field designators.)
6.1.1 Definition. Let M, M' be two dcds. One says that M is included in M' and
one writes Me M' if the following set inclusions hold: C c C/, V C V', E c E',
f- c f-'.
Let N be a denumerable set of names such that any character string is a name,
any number is a name, any pair of names is a name, and any finite set of names
is a name (see for example [7]). Let DCDS be the set of dcds such that C and V
are subsets of N (clearly any dcds may be turned into an object of DCDS by
renaming its cells and values, so that we do not loose any generality). The set
DCDS ordered by inclusion is a partial order.
6.1.2 Lemma. IfMe M', then D (M) c D (M').
Proof. Immediate, using the inclusion I- c f-/. 0
6.1.3 Lemma. The structure (DCDS, c, 0) is an w-algebraic cpo. If M) C M 2 c
M 3 c ... c M n c . .. is an inclusion-increasing chain of dcds, then its limit M is
defined by C =Un Cn> V =U/I V/I' E =U/I En, f- =Un f- /I" The isolated points are the
finite dcds.
Proof. Immediate. 0
6.1.4 Definition. A n-ary constructor is a continuous function from DCDSn to
DCDS.
6.1.5 Proposition. The function x, ~, + defined in Section 5 are binary constructors.
Proof. Since the set of names is closed by pair forming, any product or sum of
elements of DCDS is in DCDS. The continuity of x and + is immediate. 0
Consider now ~. To show (M ~M') E DCDS if M, M' E DCDS one uses the
closure of the set of names by the pairing and finite set forming operations. The
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monotonicity of ~ follows from the form of rules in the exponentiation dcds, noticing
that when Me M' a lub in M states of M is also their lub in M', and that a cell
accessible from a state x of M is also accessible from x in M'. The continuity of
~ is immediate as before.
More examples of constructors are shown in [7]. Of course a composition of
constructors is a constructor. Together with a constructor one usually defines some
operations of data structure construction and destruction (for example in, out and
is for +). These operations must of course be algorithms in our setting. Many
examples are shown in [7].
A domain equation is a system of mutually recursive equations of the form
M 1= F1(Mb M 2 , ••. , M n )
M 2 =F2(Mb M 2 , ••• ,Mn )
where the Fs are constructors. For example the equation
M=0+M
has the following solution obtained by iteration from 0:
C ={s}u{(e. 2), e E C},
V={1,2},
E=CxV,
I-- s,
(e, 2) I-- (c. 2) for e in C.
One may also consider constructor equations (also called parametrized domain
equations, see [18]). Here is a classical example:
list(M) = 0+ M x list(M)
This equation is considered as a functional equation in the constructor variable
"list": if F is the functional defined by F(f)(M) = 0+M x f(M), then the solution
is the least fixpoint of F. Therefore list = Un F' (0) where 0 is the empty constructor,
which is such that 0(M) = 0 for all M. Constructor equations are nothing but usual
recursive programs.
6.2. Embedding algorithms
Does the notion of dcds inclusion have an abstract counterpart in concrete
domains? The answer is yes, and it is just the classical notion of embedding, which
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may be considered indifferently with sequential functions or with sequential
algorithms. We study the embeddings for themselves, and then show that there
exists an embedding between two concrete domains D and D' iff they may be
generated by two dcds M and M' such that Me M'. In this section we use the
theory of [14].
6.2.1 Definition. Let D, D' be two distributive concrete domains.
A sequential function f: D ... D' is a sequential embedding function or sef if there
exists fR :D' ... D such that fR a f = 1D and fa fR 'Ss 1D , (notice that we use the stable
ordering. The extensional ordering would not suffice).
An algorithm a :D ... D' is an embedding algorithm if there exists a R :D' ... D
such that a R a a = 1D and a a a
R
'S 1D •
We readily establish the properties of sef's and embedding algorithms by relating
them to complete ideals (the nice subdomains of concrete domains). Then we show
that an embedding algorithm is completely determined by its function.
6.2.2 Definition. A complete ideal D' of D is a subset of D such that:
- if x ED' and y 'Sx, then y ED';
- if a set X cD' has lub x in D, then x ED'.
6.2.3 Proposition. Any complete ideal D' or a concrete domain D is itself a concrete
domain. The relations ofcompatibility, incompatibility, covering, projectivity, equipol-
lence in D' are just the restrictions of those of D. The inclusion mapping from D' to
D is a sef.
Proof. See [14], except for the last assertion. Letf: D' ... D be the inclusion function.
Let fR: D ... D' be defined by fR(X) = V {x' Ix' 'S x and x' ED'}. Then fR(X) ED',
fR ([(x')) = x' and f([R (x)) 'S X are obvious. To show fa fR 'Ss 1 we have to show
x IIf([R(y))'Sf([R(X)) if x 'Sy, i.e. x IIfR(y)'SfR(X). Let z =x IIfR(y). One has
ZED' since Z 'SfR(y). Hence Z = fR(Z) 'S fR (x) since z 'S X. 0
6.2.4 Proposition. Let f: D ... D' be a sef. Then feD) is a complete ideal of D' and
f is an isomorphism from D to f(D).
Proof. Let f(X)Ef(D), let y''Sf(x). Since fafR 'Ssl one has fafR(Y')=y'lI
fafR([(x))=y'lIf(x)=y', so that y'Ef(D). Assume that X'cf(D) is upper-
bounded in D'. Let X = fR(X'). Then X is upperbounded and has a lub y. For any
x' = f(x) E X' one has x = fR (x') E X. Then x' = f(x) 'S f(y). Therefore f(y) is an
upperbound of X', and V X E f(D) by the first part. That f is an isomorphism from
D to feD) is obvious. 0
6.2.5 Proposition. Ifa :D ... D' is a embedding algorithm, then ais a sef. Iff: D ... D'
is a sef, then there exists a unique embedding algorithm a :D ... D' such that a= f.
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Proof. The first part is immediate. For the second part one notices that there is
only once choice for ia in order to turn f into an algorithm a since f is an isomorphism
from D to f(D). 0
6.2.6 Corollary. There exists a sef (resp. an embedding algorithm) between two
distributive concrete domains D and D' iff D is order-isomorphic to a complete ideal
ofD'.
The above results allow to solve domain equations also in the category of concrete
domains, using the techniques of [30] (and noticing that the category is algebroidal
by 6.2.6).
The relation between embeddings and inclusions is as follows:
6.2.7 Theorem. Let D, D' be distributive concrete domains. There exists an sef (resp.
an embedding algorithm) from D to D' if and only if there exist two dcds M and
M' generating respectively D and D' and satisfying M c M'.
Proof. The if part is immediate since D (M) is a coherent ideal of DCM') if M c M'.
For the only if part, let f: D ~D' be a sef. Then D is isomorphic to the coherent
ideal fCD) of D'. By Kahn-Plotkin's construction and 6.2.3 the dcds M and M'
canonically associated with f(D) and D' satisfy Me M'. 0
Let us finally mention that the category of concrete domains and embedding
algorithms is not equivalent to the category of dcds domains and inclusions, but
to another category where inclusions are replaced by injections.
7. Using algorithms in denotational semantics
For being able to give the denotational semantics of (sequential) programming
languages, we need to interpret lambda-expressions with recursively defined types.
We have already shown how to define recursive types by solving domain equations.
We show here how to interpret the lambda-calculi. For simplicity we shall work
on Plotkin's language PCF [24], where the full abstraction problem of semantics
versus syntax has been extensively studied [4, 5, 21, 24]. We study the differences
between our model and the classical ones. The language PCF has actually no
recursive types, but the extension to arbitrary languages is done in a straightforward
and standard way [31] (except may be for the pure lambda-calculus-see remark
7.1.7). Finally we show how to turn the interpretation function of a language itself
into an algorithm.
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7.1. The semantics of PCF
The language PCF [24] is a typed lambda-calculus with two ground types
(integer) and 0 (boolean). For convenience we write
Ul X U2 X 000 X Un -. U for (Ul -. (U2 -. (.0. -. (un -. U) 000))).
Here are the basic constants:
n: i
It: 0
ff: 0
+1, -1: i -. i,
zero: i -. 0,
ifi : 0 x i x i -. i
ifo : 0 x 0 x 0 -. 0
Y«u.... u)....u) at each type Uo
The Y's are the fixpoint operators. It will be convenient to add a new symbol
{Ju at each type u, which is classically the "undefined syntactic object" of type u.
The PCF terms are then ordered as usual by the {J-match ordering, and they form
a concrete data structure (left to the reader, see Section 2). A context C T [ r of
type T is a term of type T containing occurrences of a hole of type u. The term
CT[M"T is obtained by putting the term M U in the hole of C[ ].
The operational semantics of PCF is defined in terms of a reduction relation -.,
which contains the usual l3-reduction, the Y-reductions YM -. M( YM), and the
usual 8-rules for the constants: +1 n -. n + 1, ifi It m n -. m etc.... A program (resp.
program context P[ ]) is a closed term (resp. context) of ground type i or o. A
program P may have two different behaviors: first P may converge to some (unique)
constant c (of the form n, tt or ff), i.e. satisfy P ~c; we write then P =op c. If P
does not converge it is said to diverge, written P =op {J, and this may happen for
two reasons: either P has only infinite reductions, or all finite terminating reductions
lead to terms which are not constants but may not be further reduced, such as
-10. The operational preorder ";;;~p is defined at each type U in the following way:
M fT ";;;~p N fT iff V'P[ r. P[MU]U =op c~P[M"T =op c.
With respect to (continuous) denotational semantics, we adopt the model
definition of [5,6, 8].
7.1.1 Definition. A continuous model of PCF id defined by:
- A semantic cpo (EfT, ,,;;;~, .1"') at each type u, in which the expressions of type U
will be interpreted.
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- A value cpo (D", ~'b, .l") at each type (T. The cpo's D i and DO must be the flat
cpo's of integers and booleans. The product of infinitely many copies of the D"'s
indexed by the variables x" of PCF is called the environment ENV. It is ordered
pointwise and is a cpo. Environments are written p, p', etc.... , the x-component
of p is written p(x), and p[x~d] denotes the environment p' such that p'(x)=d
and p'(y)=p(y) for y;<'ox
- A continuous mapping eval" :E eT x ENV~ D eT at each type (T, called the evaluation
mapping. We abbreviate eval(e, p) into ep.
- A continuous mapping' :D"~T x D" ~ D Tfor any types (T, T, called the application
mapping.
- A semantic mapping [ ~ from terms of type (T to E" which satisfies the following
properties: for all M, N, p, p', x, d (omitting types):
(conv) M:N?[M~=[N~
(n) [n~ =.l
(man) [M~ ~E [N~?'v'C[ ]. [C[M]~ ~E [C[N]
(cant) if Ml, M 2 , ••. ,Mn are such that the sequence [MiD is increasing in E W.r.t.
~E and has limit [M~, then the sequence [C[MJ~ has limit [C[M]~.
(var) [x~p = p(x)
(app) [MN]p = ([M~p)' ([N~p)
(lam) [Ax . M~p. d = [M~p[x +- d]
(free) [M~p = [M~p' if p(x) = p'(x) for all x free in M.
(int) [n~p = n for all n in D i
(bool) [tt~p = ft, [/f]p =If
The model is moreover a 7/-model if it satisfies
(7/) [Ax. Mx~ = [M~ for all M, x not free in M
A model is environment extensional if ep = e'p for all p implies e = e' for all e,
e', is value extensional if d. d" = d' . d" for all d" always implies d = d', and is
extensional if it is both environment- and value-extensional. An extensional model
is always a 7/-model, but the converse property is not true, as we shall see with
algorithms. Similar notions of order extensionality are defined by replacing equalities
by orderings.
Any model M defines a preorder ~M between terms by M ~MM' iff
[M~ ~E [M'].
A least fixpoint model is a continuous model such that [Y(eT~")~eT)].l. d"~" is
the least fixpoint of the function defined by d (i.e. the function which associates
d . d' to any d').
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The least fixpoint models have an important property (shown in [5]), which is
called the syntactic continuity property, and is similar to a property shown by
Wadsworth [33] for Scott's D oo model of the type-free A-calculus. We assume
known the notions of head normal form, syntactic approximation of a term and
Boehm tree of a term, see [2, 5, 15,33]. We use the letters t, t', ... to denote finite
Boehm trees, and the letters T, T ', . .. to denote infinite ones. The Boehm trees
are ordered by the J2-match ordering ~!1' The Boehm tree of M is called BT(M).
7.1.2 Definition. A model is syntactically continuous if for any term M one has
[M] = V{[ t] It ~M}.
Then one may extend the interpretation function [ ] to infinite Boehm trees in
a consistent way by setting [T] = V{[ t] It ~ T}. The definition makes sense since
any finite Boehm tree is a normal A-term, and one has [M] = [BT(M)].
7.1.3 Theorem. Any least fixpoint model is syntactically continuous.
The next property relates the ordering induced by a model to the operational
ordering (see [5] for the proof, which uses 7.1.3):
7.1.4 Theorem. Let M be a least fixpoint model. Then M ~M M ' implies M ~op M '
for all terms M, M'.
Let us turn to classical examples of model constructions. The well-known Scott-
Milner [20, 31] model of PCF is obtained as follows: D i and DO are respectively
the flat cpo's of integers and booleans. For any types (T and T, DO"-T is the
cpo [DO" ~D T] of continuous functions from DO" to D T ordered pointwise, and EO"
is the cpo [Env~ DO"] of functions from environments to values ordered pointwise.
The interpretation of constants is immediate, and the Y's are interpreted by the
least fixpoint functions. The equations (var), (app) and (lam) given before define
the interpretation of the other terms. The resulting model is order-extensional, is
a 77-model and is syntactically continuous.
The stable functions allow to build another model in a similar way, replacing
continuous functions ordered pointwise by stable functions ordered by the stable
ordering ~S' The obtained model is extensional but not order-extensional. One
may also introduce biordered structures [4, 5] where the sets are ordered by both
the extensional ordering and the stable ordering. Then one constructs two models
on the same carriers DO" and EO", one of which is order-extensional and analogous
to the Scott-Milner model, the other being only extensional and analogous to the
previously mentioned stable model. We shall come back on this construction later
on.
With algorithms the construction is similar but slightly more complicated since
we do not deal any more with functions. For simplicity we shall use the same
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symbols DO" and EO" for the cds we shall consider and for the concrete domains
they generate.
7.1.5 Definition. Let D i and DO be the cds of integers and booleans. Let DO"~T
be the cds (or the concrete domain) [DO" ~sa D T], let Env be the infinite product
of the DO"'s indexed by the variables, let finally EO" = [Env ~sa DO"]. The arithmetic
and boolean constants are interpreted in a trivial way (of course by algorithms and
not by functions). For example [n] is the constant algorithm having the value n
on each environment (the construction of [iii] and [i/o] as algorithms is left to the
reader: test the condition first and examine the second or third argument according
to the value of the condition). Let D be a cds or a concrete domain. We define
the least fixpoint algorithm Y: [D ~sa D] -+sa D as the limit of the increasing
sequence Yn defined as follows:
Yo = 1..,
Then it is easy to see that y. a is the least fixpoint of ii for any algorithm a.
We set of course [Y]p = Y for any p.
. In order to interpret the remaining terms we need to introduce some notation:
- 'TTx~: Env~ DO" is the projection algorithm corresponding to the variable xO";
- Sx~: Env x DO" -+ Env is the unique algorithm such that 'TTx 0 Sx = 'TT2 and 'TTy 0 Sx =
'TTy 0 'TTl for y 1'" x. Intuitively S is characterized by SX (P, d) =p[x~ d].
Then the variables, application and abstraction are interpreted as follows:
[xO"] = 'TTxU ,
[MO"~TNO"] = app 0 ([MO"~T], [NO"]),
[AxO" . M T ] = curry([MT ] 0 Sx~).
These three equations are essentially the "categorial" versions of the equations
(var), (app), (lam), where the use of variables is replaced by the use of app and
curry (they make sense in any cartesian closed category).
Then any term of type (J' is interpreted as an algorithm from ENV to D<f, not
just as a function. The index choice function of this algorithm basically describes
how the variables are used when computing the value of a term in a given
environment, see the next subsection.
7.1.6 Theorem. The algorithm model is a least fixpoint 1]-model and is syntactically
continuous. It is neither environment- nor value-extensional.
Proof. The same result holds in any cartesian closed cpo-enriched category, see
[5,8]. The absence of extensionality is due to the nature of algorithms. See Section
7.2 for details. 0
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Notice that (1]) is valid although the model is not extensional. See [6,8] for an
extensive discussion of that point.
The very same construction applies to more general languages with recursively
defined types: we are able to interpret any application and abstraction construct
of the form MO"-">TNO"and AxO" . M Tin any type system. In particular we may perfectly
use the A-calculus to manipulate the environments themselves. For example the
definition of [MN] implies the following property:
[MN]p = ([M]p)([N]p).
One may then perfectly write
Ap. [MN]p = Ap. ([M]p)([N]p)
and use the 1]-rule to derive
[MN] = Ap. ([M]p)([N]p)
and similarly
[Ax. M] = Ap. Ad. [M](Sx(p, d)).
These equations make perfect sense when [MN], [M], [N] and Sx are interpreted
as algorithm constants. We shall use this fact in Section 7.3 in order to define [ ]
itself as an algorithm.
7.1.7 Remark. The case of the pure A-calculus is a bit particular: one may consider
it as a typed A-calculus with only one type (7 such that (7 = ((7 ~ (7), see [28]. But
the equation D = (D ~D) has actually only one solution in our model, namely the
empty cds. It is then necessary to work in the category of concrete domains, or
equivalently in a category of dcds injections (left to the reader), introducing explicit
embeddings from D to (D ~D) as usually done with cpo's. The classical techniques
of [30] then apply.
7.2. The -relations between the operational and algorithm preorders
Let A be the algorithm model of PCF. We study the relations between the
preorder ~A defined by A and the operational preorder ~oP' in relation with the
full abstraction problem for PCF raised in [24, 21].
Let us first recall the problem and the known results. We have seen that
M ~M N:::;> M ~op N is always true in any least fixpoint model. Call fully abstract
a model M such that ~M and ~oP coincide. The following results are shown in [21, 5]:
(i) Let M be an extensional model of PCF. Then M is w-algebraic, i.e. such
that all the DO" and EO" are w-algebraic.
(ii) An extensional model is fully abstract iff it is order-extensional and such
that any isolated point of any DO" is definable (i.e. is the value of some closed
PCF-term in any environment).
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(iii) All the extensional fully abstract models of PCF are isomorphic.
(iv) PCF admits an order-extensional fully abstract model.
The construction of the fully abstract model mentioned in (iv) is due to Milner
[21]. It is purely syntactic and little is known about its semantic nature. The only
clear thing is that it is made of "sequential" objects of some kind since PCF is
inherently sequential. Let us see how far the models we have mentioned are from
the fully abstract one:
- The continuous function model is order-extensional but contains "parallel"
objects which are not PCF-definable, such as the classical "parallel or". Hence it
is not fully abstract by (ii).
- The stable function models of [4, 5] considered with the stable ordering ,,;;;. are
extensional but not order-extensional. Hence they are not fully abstract by (ii).
- The stable model of biordered structures [5] considered with the extensional
ordering ";;;e is closer to the fully abstract model: it does not contain "parallel"
functions such as the "parallel or". But it still contains functions which are not
PCF-definable, such as the three argument function considered in 3.4.2. It is
therefore not fully abstract. However the first author has shown in [4, 5] that the
fully abstract model is indeed formed of biordered structures and stable functions.
Our model A is also very far from being fully abstract. It does indeed contain
only sequential objects, but it is not extensional. An easy counter-example to full
abstraction is given by the following two terms:
M 1 = Y(Af. Axy. i/i(zerox)y(+l(f(-l x)y»)),
M 2 Y(Af. Axy. i/i(zero y)x(+l(fx(-l y»».
Clearly M 1 and M 2 are operationally equal since they both compute the addition
function of type i x i ~ i. But they are not equal W.r.t. ";;;A,and not even comparable.
Indeed they exactly define the two algorithms for computing the addition function,
which differ in the ordering in which they test their arguments. Hence ";;;A is much
finer than ";;;op which is naturally extensional as seen above. Moreover there exist
many non-definable algorithms: for example there exists an algorithm of type
(i x i ~ i) ~ 0 which yields respectively tt and ff on the two algorithms computed by
M 1 and M 2 . Notice that the terms M 1 and M2 are quite different and that no simple
syntactic transformation yields one from the other. We believe that the algorithm
ordering captures this fact, and we emit the following conjecture: the algorithm
ordering is the semantic image of the fl-match ordering. More formally:
7.2.1 Conjecture. Let a, a I be two definable algorithms of the model A. Then one
has a ,,;;; a I in A if and only if there exist two closed terms t and t' of PCF such that
[tD = a, [t'D = a ' and t ";;;[1 t'.
We also believe that one might construct the fully abstract model of PCF by
considering "extensionally monotonic algorithms" ordered at the same time by the
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extensional ordering and the algorithm ordering. Such a construction was success-
fully carried out with stable functions [4, 5]. We have not succeeded by now, and
we have encountered two kinds of problems:
- It seems that one has to leave the world of concrete data structures, probably
in favour of the richer world of event structures considered in [22, 35].
- The study of the definability of objects in PCF seems quite hard. Let us give an
example. Let g : 0 ~ 0 be defined by g(x) = ifoxtt n. Assume that we want to define
a functional h : (0 x 0 ~ 0) ~ 0 such that hU) = tt iff Itt n = tt or In tt = tt. At first
sight it seems necessary to use the "parallel or" por, defining h by the term
AI. por(gU tt n)(gUn tt)).
But one can get rid of por and define h by the following (strange) PCF term:
AI. gU(gU tt n))(gU n tt)))).
The imbrication of f's is crucial. We do not know how to construct such terms
in a systematic way.
7.2.2 Remark. One may also reconsider the original formulation of the full abstrac-
tion problem. In the definition of ~op it is implicit that the only possible experiments
on a term M is to run it in various program contexts. But the CDS system of [7]
allows much finer experiments. In CDS it is perfectly possible to consider any term
M a of any type (T as denoting a state of D a , and to ask questions about the value
of any cell in D a , without executing M in any context. Then the terms M 1 and M 2
above will yield different answers when questioned on the value of the cell { }N,
where { } denotes the empty state. To be perfectly clear let us explain the exact
answers of the CDS system. For simplicity we have assumed in Section 4 that we
considered only algorithms from D to D ' where C and V' are disjoint, and that
the possible value of a cell XCi of [M ~saM '] had the form c E C or v' E V'. In
CDS we actually perform a true disjoint union of C and V' by saying that the
value of xc' may be either (valof . c) with c E C or (output. Vi) with v I E V'. Then,
remembering that i x i ~ i is an abbreviation for (i ~ U~ i)), the actual answers
will be (valof. N) and (output. (valof . N)). They respectively mean that M 1
first tests the value of its first argument while M 2 first tests the value of its second
argument.
This fact is totally general: whenever two terms have different semantics in A
there exists an experiment on the CDS interpreter which yields different answers
on them, even il they are extensionally equal. In other words the CDS evaluator
allows to make experiments not only on the values of a term on arguments, but
also on the "abstract control structure" it defines. Then one may say that our model
is fully abstract W.r.t. the new notion of observation. A forthcoming paper will
extensively study this point.
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7.3. Turning the interpretation function into an algorithm
We have almost completely abandoned functions in favour of algorithms, but
the interpretation of a language such as PCF is still defined in terms of a function
[ ] from terms to semantic domains. Remembering that the terms also form
concrete data structures, we turn [ ] itself into an algorithm.
We need not give details about the actual cds used to hold terms. Sticking to
PCF, assume that some cds L generates a representation of cds terms with the
constraint that the empty state corresponds to the term n, see for example 2.1.6.
Let us introduce an auxiliary cds VAR with one cell V and events (V, x) where x
is any variable name. Write simply x for {( V, x )}. Similarly let CST be a cds having
one cell C which may hold the possible constant names +1, -1 etc.... (we should
actually be careful about types and introduces cds VARu and CSTu , but we won't
care). Remind that lr is the cds of booleans with one cell T holding either tt or If.
Then the following algorithms should exist:
- Algorithms isapp, islam, isvar, iscst: L ...,.. T which test whether a term is an
application, an abstraction, a variable or a constant. For example isapp yields
nothing on n, tt on an application and If on any other term.
- Algorithms fstapp, sndapp :L...,.. L which yield nothing on M if isapp(M) = If, and
such that fstapp(M) = M 1 and sndapp(M) = M 2 if M = M 1M 2 .
- Algorithms varlam: L...,.. VAR and explam: L...,.. L which yield nothing if
islam(M) = If, and such that varlam(M) = x and explam(M) = M' if M = Ax . M'.
- An algorithm var :L...,.. VAR such that var(M) = x iff M = x.
- An algorithm cst: CST...,.. E which associates its interpretation with any constant
name.
Let proj and subst be the algorithms such that proj px =p(x) and subst pxd=
p[x~ d]. Then one may rephrase the definition of [ ] as follows:
[M]=Ap.
if (isapp M) then
([fstapp M]p )([sndapp M]p)
else if (islam M) then
Ad. [explam M](subst p(varlam M)d)
else if (isvar M) then
proj p(var M)
else if (iscst M) then
int(cst M)
endif
Every object on the right-hand side has to be interpreted as an algorithm,
including of course the if-then-else. What we have written may be thought of as a
recursive equation in the first-order variable [ ]. Precisely, write F([ ]) for the
right-hand side of the equation. Then one may write:
[ ] = Y(Ah. F(h».
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This last equation may now be solved entirely in the algorithm model, and
therefore it defines [ TI as an algorithm.
The algorithm [ TI exactly indicates how the term M is manipulated during
actual computations. It seems reasonable to call it an interpreter of the language.
To finish, we mention without proof a result which combines in one statement
the syntactic continuity theorem 7.1 and the syntactic sequentiality theorem of
[3, 5]. Of course the Boehm trees also form concrete data structures. The syntactic
sequentiality theorem says that the function BT which computes the Boehm tree
of a lambda-expression may be turned in a unique way into a sequential algorithm,
which we also call BT. Of course one may also define an interpretation algorithm
[ TIBT from Boehm trees to semantic domains. Then one has:
7.3.1 Theorem. [ TI = [ TIBT 0 BT.
Conclusion
Our original motivation in this work was to solve the full abstraction problem
for PCF. We did not succeed, but we believe that the objects we have introduced
are interesting for themselves. We have lost the simplicity of functions, but we
have embedded some control aspects in the semantics itself. In most cases one can
indeed manipulate algorithms exactly as functions since the 8-rule of the lambda-
calculus is valid. The details of many proofs were quite complex, but we believe
that the complexity totally disappears when one actually uses algorithms.
The theory of sequential algorithms finds a direct application in the programming
language CDS now under development. The language is a combination of a concrete
syntax for direct definitions of cds and algorithms and of a high-level functional
language. The denotational semantics of CDS is fully abstract with respect to its
operational semantics. An originality of CDS (which comes directly from the theory)
is that the higher-order data structures are just ordinary cds, which may be
manipulated in an ordinary way, just like integers and booleans. The value of any
expression of type (D ~E) is simply a concrete algorithm, i.e. a state of the cds
[D ~ E]. For example it is perfectly possible to check whether the semantics of
some complex higher-order expression starts with a "valof" or with an "output"
statement. In other words CDS allows to manipulate the semantics of expressions,
more or less as LISP allows to manipulate their syntax.
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